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ABSTRACT
Living in a world full of portable electronics, there is great need for energy
storage devices. Currently, limitations for storage involve power inefficiencies as well as
bulkiness. This is why printable charge storage devices that display good electrochemical
performance are needed. It is for this reason that research into the production and
packaging of carbon nanotube based super capacitors was carried out.
A supercapacitor can be built by using high surface area multi-walled carbon
nanotubes suspended in an ionic liquid. The two active electrodes are made from a
combination of the multi-walled carbon nanotubes and an ionic liquid, ground into a gel,
and then formulated into a printable functional ink. The supercapacitor is then built upon
a conducting carbon foam substrate where the two electrodes are printed and sandwiched
on top of a membrane that allows ion-ion transfer without allowing any physical
exchange of nanotube particles.
The purpose of this research was to find a printing method or technique that
produced functional carbon nanotube based electrodes for supercapacitor assembly. This
process involved changing printing variables such as the mesh count for the screen, the
type of stencil used, and the thickness of the emulsion applied.
Other variables altered for this study focused on the ink formulation portion of the
testing. These variables included creating a medium that dispersed the carbon nanotubes,
chemical carrier agents for the carbon nanotubes and ionic liquid, ionic liquid selection,
concentration of the chemical to the bucky gel relationship, temperature used for curing
the ink, and the influence of adhesive agents present in the ink.
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The printed electrodes were assembled with the separator membrane into
supercapacitors that were then measured in the electrochemical cell. The
charge/discharge curves were used to calculate the current density and specific
capacitance of each combination of supercapacitors.
Supercapacitors made of printed electrodes that were 40% bucky gel and 60% 1methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (with the bucky gel as 9.82% multi-walled carbon nanotubes,
88.42% ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate, and 1.76% Teflon®
binder) were found to perform the best out of all other combinations of electrodes printed
on carbon foam substrate. All printed electrodes had measurable results except for those
printed on aluminum substrate.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Printing is the reproduction of one or more images on a variety of substrates that can be
seen or perceived visually. In the past, printing was a means of graphically communicating ideas
in publication and packaging applications. Now, printing has transformed into its own science
with the printing of circuits, lighting, and even energy storage devices.
Currently available on the market are supercapacitors made from activated charcoal that
have less energy storage, but more power than batteries. Carbon nanotubes (sheets of graphene
rolled into tubules), are an alternative to activated charcoal that offer the opportunity to increase
the power as well as the energy storage capabilities of supercapacitors.
Printing affords the opportunity to print large quantities of supercapacitors at a lower
applied cost (when using carbon nanotubes) in comparison with other methodologies currently
being employed (spin coating, pill pressing, etc.). Thus, printing carbon nanotubes is a desirable
means to manufacture supercapacitors.
The challenge of printing supercapacitors is not limited simply to the print, but also to the
packaging and how that will affect the performance of the supercapacitor. Important issues that
need to be considered when producing carbon nanotube based supercapacitors include the
substrate to be printed on, the membrane separator layer to be used to separate two electrodes
from one another and allow ion transfer, and the adhesive to be used to seal the substrate to be air
tight around the printed electrode. The concepts focused on for this thesis include substrate
selection, membrane selection, and ink creation for the electrode. It takes all of these components
to create a complete packaged and functioning supercapacitor.
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This research’s focus is that the supercapacitor can be printed on a consumer goods
package to provide power for packaging features such as intelligent packaging. One such
application that could be envisioned is a food package which tracks the atmosphere in the
package and reduces the package price for “quick sale” as the atmosphere indicates that the
shelf-life is nearing its end. Of course, such features require power, and this could be provided
by a printed supercapacitor.
With the world constantly developing new technologies in smaller sizes (i.e. cell phones
getting thinner, solar cells being placed onto laptop bags for charging), the need for thin film
flexible energy storage devices is growing. Thin film batteries already exist on the market for
powering devices, but they have a lower power than supercapacitors and a shorter life time.
Supercapacitors allow for powering devices that require more power such as a laptop or even (in
the future) a car battery. This is why the printing of supercapacitors is a field which should be
researched.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
OVERVIEW OF PRINTING
Printing is desirable for manufacturing supercapacitors due to its low cost and the ability
to make alterations to print “on the fly” (during print). Printing also allows a supercapacitor to be
directly printed onto the device it would power (such as a consumer package).
History
Printing has changed drastically since the first clay disc was used in the palace of
Phaistos around 1500 B.C. Movable type was first introduced in China and Korea during the 11th
century. Pi-Sheng optimized this process by inventing hardened clay movable type in 1041,
which was not wholly successful. Eventually cast metal and later cast bronze was used in China,
Korea, and Japan by the middle 1200s (International Paper, 2003).
The year 1440 marked for most the end of the Middle Ages and the heralding of the
Renaissance. Johannes Gutenberg converted a wine press into a printing machine that used
movable cast metal type that printed ink on paper. Prior to this, all books were painstakingly
handwritten by scribes, but the printing press eliminated the need for books to be hand scribed.
Gutenberg’s invention has since been declared the most important invention of the second
millennium (International Paper, 2003).
Eventually alterations were made to the press to improve the image transfer (impression)
to the paper. The Stephen Daye press, created in 1638, was very similar to the Gutenberg press.
Benjamin Franklin made one of the first dramatic contributions to alteration of the impression
mechanism by using a torsion screw to make the impression. Benjamin Franklin’s press was still
a wooden-frame press, and the first all-metal press was not seen until the Earl of Stanhope built
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one in the 19th century. A screw device was still used, but less exertion was required to achieve
the proper impression on the substrate (International Paper, 2003).
Improvements continued to be made on printing presses until the present printing
processes came to be known as the primary printing processes: offset lithography, flexography,
gravure, and screen printing.
Different Conventional Printing Processes
Offset Lithography
Offset lithography operates on the basic principle that oil and water do not mix. Alois
Senefelder of Munich discovered this principle in 1798 when working on a highly porous stone.
He drew onto the stone with a grease and wet the entire stone with a mixture of gum of Arabic
and water. The non-image areas wet while the areas with the grease repelled the water. Alois
Senefelder rolled his ink onto the stone and pressed paper on top to transfer the image.
Lithography literally translates to writing on stone, which is derived from Alois Senefelder’s
initial lithographic process (International Paper, 2003).
Lithography then began to be used to make reproductions of old works of art, and later
Currier and Ives popularized lithography (in the middle of the 19th century) as the main method
of printing illustrations (International Paper, 2003).
The first rotary offset press was invented by Ira Rubel accidentally in 1906 when he
unintentionally printed directly onto the rubber blanket of the impression cylinder and found it
offset the image directly onto the paper (International Paper, 2003).
Today offset lithography involves using thin metal plates. That ink offsets from the plate
onto a rubber blanket placed on an intermediate cylinder. From here, the blanket transfers the ink
onto the paper which is supported by an impression cylinder. The image areas of the plate are oil
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or ink receptive and water repellent, whereas the non-image areas are water receptive and ink
repellent (International Paper, 2003).
Flexography
Flexography is a rotary web relief printing system that uses flexible photopolymer plates
and inks that are fed from an anilox roller. Flexography actually parallels the expansion of the
packaging industry with improvements such as the development of the central impression
cylinder, ceramic anilox ink metering system (containing small cells that fill with the ink),
reverse angle doctor blades, and photopolymer plates (International Paper, 2003).
Rotogravure
Gravure printing utilizes a copper cylinder coated in chrome into which cells (or wells)
are etched or engraved. The unetched area is the non-image area of the print. The image cylinder
rotates in an ink pan and the excess ink is wiped off with a doctor blade. The paper passes
between the plate and an impression cylinder to transfer the image directly onto the substrate.
The procedure is similar to flexography, with the exception that flexography uses an anilox roll
and a plate cylinder, as opposed to a direct application from an engraved cylinder (International
Paper, 2003).
Screen Printing
Screen printing uses a porous screen mounted onto a frame. Various materials can be
used to make the screen. A stencil is applied to the mesh. The stencil inhibits ink from passing
through all areas except where the stencil has been etched away. Ink is pushed through the mesh
onto the substrate below (International Paper, 2003). This printing process is the printing process
selected for producing the carbon nanotube based supercapacitors due to availability of materials
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and because this operation is sheet fed (one of the substrates used is quite brittle and prone to
breaking and screen printing works well with brittle substrates).
SCREEN PRINTING FUNDAMENTALS
Definition
The basic principle of screen printing is that a stencil is applied to a mesh that is stretched
over a rigid rectangular frame. Ink is poured onto this mesh, and a squeegee forces the ink
through the open areas in the stencil. The image is produced when the underside of the screen
comes directly into contact with the material or substrate that is to be printed (Faine, 1989).

Figure 1. Diagram of screen printing process (Image produced by Alexandra Hartman, 2011)
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Break-down of Components
Stencil
The stencil imparts a negative image which, when printed, produces the positive image
seen on the material or substrate (Faine, 1989).
Frame
The frame is the support mechanism over which the fabric is stretched. The frame and the
fabric together make up what is called the screen. There are various types of frames that can be
used when printing with screening technologies: wood frames, ready-made frames, and metal
frames (Faine, 1989). The frame type used for this research was the metal frame, so it will be
described in further detail.
Metal Frame
Metal frames are more durable and easy to register (register being the exact
alignment of two or more printed images) than other options as metal frames do not have
a tendency to bow or warp as the fabric tension increases. Metal frames come in two
different types of metals: aluminum or steel. Aluminum is very light to handle, but
subject to distortion if handled improperly. Steel is the strongest and most durable
material available for a screen printing frame (Faine, 1989).
There are two different interior cross-section profiles that can be used on the
frame as well: box or seriframe (Faine, 1989). These can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Different frame profiles (Image produced by Alexandra Hartman, 2011)
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The box profile is rectangular and is generally used when a homemade print table
is being used for printing. The reason for this is because the mesh is more easily attached
to the box profile. The seriframe profile is stronger and more resistant to fabric tension.
Because of its inside profile, it is also much easier to clean this profile of frame (Faine,
1989). Though the press used in this work is not handmade, a box profile frame was used
for this research due to ease of handling.
Meshes and Fabrics
The threadcount per inch of the fabric (how many threads per inch are present) is
established by the weave of the mesh. The distance between the threads is termed as the mesh
opening, while the percentage of mesh openings to threads in an area of fabric is known as the
open area (Faine, 1989).

Figure 3. Plain weave mesh (Image produced by Alexandra Hartman, 2011)
There are several factors that need to be taken into account when selecting a screen
fabric. It should be as strong as possible to prevent splitting when stretched. It should be
dimensionally stable and unaffected by moisture or humidity. The material should also be inert
and impervious to the solvents that will come in contact with it (specifically the inks) (Faine,
1989).
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Consistency of screen registration increases as the tensile strength of the fabric increases.
The reason for this is that higher tensile strength fabrics resist distortion across the mesh more
than those of lower tensile strength when the squeegee is pulled (Faine, 1989).
There are several properties of meshes that need to be taken into consideration in addition
to the previously mentioned factors:
Fabric Weight
The fabric weight describes the density of the mesh that is being used. A heavyduty fabric is termed high density. High density meshes at a fixed thread count require a
greater squeegee pressure than standard mesh, and also deposit a thinner ink film because
of the smaller mesh openings (Faine, 1989).
Mesh Counts and Ink Deposits
The open area of the mesh is limited by the mesh count. This in turn dictates the
quantity of the ink deposited. A coarse screen will allow for a heavy film of ink to be
deposited, whereas a fine mesh with a high thread count deposits only a thin ink film
(Faine, 1989).
Types of Fabric
There are a variety of fabrics that are available. These include: organdy, silk,
monofilament nylon fabrics, monofilament polyester, stainless steel, and nickel-plated
polyester (Faine, 1989).
Organdy is a cotton fabric with a thread count of around 70-90 threads per inch.
Silk was the original fabric used for screen printing. Silk is stronger than organdy, and
needs to be wetted when stretching in order to create a really taut screen. Monofilament
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polyester is the strongest, most dimensionally stable, and most chemically inert of the
non-metallic meshes.
Stainless steel and nickel-plated polyesters are generally used in printing of
circuits or precision work. The reason these types of meshes are not used for all printing
is that the material is expensive, and the mesh can be rendered useless by improper
handling. These are also very rigid materials, not allowing for registration correction or
distortion of the material if the need arises. Metal meshes are also at risk of splitting
during the tensioning process (Faine, 1989).
Monofilament nylon fabrics are the materials used for this research. Nylon has a
great range of elasticity, which proves advantageous when printing on irregular surfaces,
but is a disadvantage for tight edge to edge register. When stretching the nylon mesh
there are two steps. First the mesh needs to be tensioned to the correct stretch and then
allowed to slacken for 15-20 minutes, which allows for stability in the material (Faine,
1989). The reason for using nylon in lieu of polyester in this research is due to
availability of materials.
The Squeegee
The squeegee runs across the screen and pushes the ink through the open areas of the
mesh (where the stencil has been washed out) and on to the substrate beneath the screen (Faine,
1989).
There are a variety of blades that can be used in screen printing. The blade is the rubber
component that makes up the physical squeegee. The squeegee consists of the blade as well as
the handle that holds the blade in constant place.
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There are two different materials that are used for blades, polyurethane and rubber.
Rubber is the less expensive of the two, but tends to dull very quickly. Polyurethane will
maintain its sharp edge for a longer period of time, allowing for more printed impressions (Faine,
1989).
There are three different grades that each of the two materials comes in as well: hard,
medium, and soft. A hard blade is commonly used on non-absorbent substrate, glass for example,
due to a minimum of spreading. When a higher pressure is required to print, a medium blade is
used. Soft blades are typically used for manual pulls, rather than machine. The reason for this is
that soft blades flex quite a bit and are sensitive to changes in pressure application (Faine, 1989).

Figure 4. Diagram of various squeegee blade profiles (Image produced by Alexandra
Hartman, 2011)
Figure 4 depicts the various blade profiles that are available for use when screen
printing. The names of each of the blade profiles follow:
A.

Straight Edge - Single Durometer

B.

Straight Edge - Composite Durometer

C.

Straight Edge - Triple Durometer

D.

Straight Edge - Dual Durometer

E.

Single Bevel - Single Durometer

F.

Double Bevel - Single Durometer
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G.

Double Bevel - Composite Durometer

H.

Double Single Bevel Opposite - Single Durometer

I.

Double Single Bevel Parallel - Single Durometer

J.

Double Double Bevel - Single Durometer

K.

Double Bevel Blunt - Single Durometer

L.

Single Bevel Blunt - Single Durometer

M.

Bull Nose - Single Durometer

N.

Bull Nose - Composite Durometer

A composite durometer consists of a harder (or more durable) rubber with a soft rubber
bonded to the harder rubber. The type of bevel influences the print quality. For instance, a
straight edge single durometer blade is the most common squeegee blade. The straight edge
single durometer blade has exceptional wear and solvent resistance and can achieve high quality
prints. The straight edge composite durometer has a soft printing tip that eliminates the blade
from rolling and reduces squeegee vibration on high speed screen printing equipment. These two
blades have the same profile, but one has two different rubbers bonded to one another to give an
entirely different printing effect.
The thickness of the ink deposit is determined by the angle that the squeegee is held.
With a lower angling on the blade, a thicker ink film can be achieved (Faine, 1989).
Photostencils
Photostencils utilize polymers that harden in light and prevent ink transfer in areas where
it is undesired. Photostencils allow positives to be made into printable images. Positives are
images that are usually applied to a transparent base. The images are opaque enough to inhibit
ultraviolet light from reaching the photostencil. Ultraviolet light travels through the transparent
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parts of the positive exposing the photostencil to light while it is blocked where the ultraviolet
light could not pass through (Faine, 1989).
There are a couple of different photostencils available for different screen printing
applications. A direct photostencil is typically used if water-based inks are involved. Direct
photostencils are liquid emulsions that are applied to the screen and allowed to dry in “lightsafe” (away from UV light) conditions. Sunlight would expose the emulsion as if it were an
entirely opaque film, and the screen would no longer be viable. The emulsion is only altered
chemically where light passes through on the positive, meaning that the areas that are not in the
image are hardened to the mesh, thus inhibiting ink from passing through. To remove the
unexposed portion of the emulsion, water is sprayed over the area until all emulsion is off of the
image (Faine, 1989).
Another photostencil available is called capillary film. This is a sheet of dry emulsion
that is applied to the back side of the screen. Water is squeegeed across the screen from the ink
side, which draws the stencil to the mesh. This too has to be dried in light-safe conditions, lest
the screen be exposed and useless (Faine, 1989). This type of emulsion is exposed in the same
way that liquid emulsion is with the exception that the exposure time may vary depending upon
thickness.
Both liquid emulsion and capillary were used for this research. Liquid emulsion was
established to work the best in initial prints and was used in all remaining supercapacitor
printing.
OVERVIEW OF PACKAGING
Packaging is designed to contain, protect, transport, and inform the consumer about a
product (Soroka, 2002). Packaging function ranges from purely technical containment to
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relaying of marketing related information about the product it contains. In the case of this
research, the packaged supercapacitor contains the electrodes, and the substrate and the
membrane that protects the electrodes from shortage.
History
The first “packaging” can be traced back to nomadic hunters and gatherers. With the
constant need to follow their food sources, they had to develop a means for carrying their goods
around with them. It is postulated that they initially used a wrap of leaves or animal skins to
transport their goods. The evolution of packaging followed to fabricated sacks and baskets made
from plants and animals, which transitioned to wood boxes from hollow logs, and clay pots were
developed to hold liquid goods. Glass followed around 1500 B.C. when Egyptians and
Mesopotamians created the first hollow glass objects (Soroka, 2002).
The invention of the glass blow pipe was attributed to the Romans around 50 B.C. and is
considered an important event in packaging, bringing glass out of noble households to the
common man. Also around this time barrels were introduced into society and dominated as one
of the most common packaging forms for many centuries (Soroka, 2002).
With the coming of the Industrial Revolution the need for greater amounts of packaging
arose as more products were created. The Industrial Revolution created the need for food
preservation to keep up with the growing demand. Thus, individual packages grew in importance
relative to bulk packaging such as barrels, boxes, and kegs previously used (Soroka, 2002).
The year 1877 was a packaging milestone when Quaker Oats chose to use the Quaker
personage as its branding. It was one of the first “personas” applied to packaging that conveyed a
feeling (in this case, wholesomeness, honesty, and integrity) (Soroka, 2002).
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The first plastic, which was cellulose based, was created in 1856, but developed further in
1907 and was coined Bakelite. This led to DuPont perfecting cellulose casting in 1927 and
producing cellophane film which dominated the market until polyethylene and polypropylene
entered the competition (Soroka, 2002).
Single-service packaging found its way into the consumers’ hands after the baby boom
when fast-food, increased levels of public health concern, and a trend of people eating out
instead of eating at home were pervasive (Soroka, 2002).
The 1970s and early 1980s brought about legislated changes requiring tamper proof
packaging and child proof packaging for some products, and the need for more environmentally
friendly packaging was initially introduced (Soroka, 2002).
Today packaging not only refers to food items or consumer goods to be bought and sold
(i.e. perfume, tissues, toothpaste, etc.), but also refers to the protection of electronics, and in the
case of this research, printed supercapacitors (Soroka, 2002).
Packaging Concepts Applied to Supercapacitors
The four main functions of a package are to contain, protect/preserve, transport, and
inform/sell. The “contain” function must take into consideration the product’s physical form as
well as the product’s nature (whether the product will corrode the package, is dangerous to
handle, is toxic, etc.). For a supercapacitor build, the packaging needs to be rigid to contain the
electrodes without them getting damaged. The “protect/preserve” function refers to inhibiting
chemical or biological changes from occurring within the package. The materials inside a carbon
nanotube supercapacitor are organic and thus should not be exposed to oxygen or moisture,
otherwise degradation of the supercapacitor can occur impacting its ability to store and discharge
energy. So to protect and preserve the supercapacitor, a highly insulating (from exterior sources)
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adhesive is needed to seal the pieces of substrate together. The “transport” function focuses on
the safe movement of the product from production to final use. This is not the focus of this
research as final mass production is not being considered. The “inform/sell” function addresses
marketing the product visually as well as expressing any hazards or important information about
the product on the package (Soroka, 2002). This is also not of concern for this research as this is
packaging/product development and not mass production.
Also important to packaging concepts are the different levels of packaging. The different
levels of packaging are: primary package, secondary package, distribution package (shipper), and
unit load. The primary package is the first wrap or containment of the product that directly holds
the product for sale (in the case of this research the aluminum or carbon foam containing the
electrodes of the supercapacitor). The secondary package is a wrap or containment of the
primary package (for this research that might mean a graphic layer adhered to the exterior of the
aluminum or carbon foam). The distribution package is a wrap or containment whose primary
purpose is to protect the product during distribution (this might be a box that contains a certain
number of supercapacitors for distribution). Lastly, a unit load is a group of distribution packages
assembled into a single unit for the purpose of mechanical handling, storage, and shipping (this
would be a pallet full of the boxes containing the supercapacitors) (Soroka, 2002).
SUPERCAPACITORS
Definition
A supercapacitor (also referred to as an electrochemical capacitor and an electric doublelayer capacitor) is an energy storage device that accumulates electric charges at the interface
between an electronic conductor and an ionic conductor. Supercapacitor structure is comparable
to that of batteries, which convert stored chemical energy into electrical energy. Figure 5 shows a
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schematic of a generic supercapacitor. Supercapacitors store lower amounts of energy, but
generate a very high power. Energy is the capacity of a system to do work, and power is the rate
of supply of energy in watts (Cellergy, 2006).
The electronic conductor in a supercapacitor is a polarizable electrode, usually made
from carbon, while the ionic conductor is an electrolyte. An electrolyte is a chemical compound
which dissociates into ions when dissolved and produces an electrically conductive medium (for
example an aqueous solution of a salt). Supercapacitors have several requirements: high specific
capacitance (capacitance divided by volume), low electrode and electrolyte resistance, long
cycling life (how many times the supercapacitor can charge and discharge before its integrity is
compromised), and several other factors (Katakabe et al., 2005).
Some advantages of supercapacitors, as compared to batteries, are that they have a long
life cycle (hundreds of thousands of charge and discharge cycles). This is a consequence of being
based on a simple principle and construction (there are no electrochemical reactions inside as in
batteries).Supercapacitors also have a short charge time (within seconds), are very safe and
reliable, have a high power density, and can operate on a wide range of temperatures (Office of
Basic Energy Sciences Department of Energy, 2007). The performance of a supercapacitor is
established by the surface area (available area where the electrolyte touches the electrode) of the
electrode materials as well as the properties of the electrolytes and electrodes. The properties of
the electrolytes and electrodes might include the electric double-layer capacitance (the amount of
charge that is stored at the electrode/electrolyte interface), ionic conductivity (the movement of
cations or anions from one site to another through a material), and electrochemical window
(which is the voltage range in which the substance will not oxidize or reduce) (Katakabe et al.,
2005).
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There are three electrode materials that are commonly used to make a supercapacitor,
high surface area activated carbons, metal oxides, and conducting polymers. The high surface
area activated carbons are the least costly of the supercapacitors to produce. This capacitor stores
its energy in a double layer that is formed near the carbon electrode surface, which is also why
this type of capacitor is referred to as a double layer capacitor.
Electrolytes can be aqueous or organic. Supercapacitors with aqueous electrolytes have a
low internal resistance, but the electrochemical window is around 1.5 volts. This limits the
voltage to which the supercapacitor can be charged. This can be modified by using organic
electrolytes, which have an electrochemical window up to 4 to 5 volts, but these supercapacitors
have higher internal resistance. Typical supercapacitors take around a second to charge for lower
resistance aqueous supercapacitors and longer (up to several seconds) for organic ones.
In this work, the electrodes are made from carbon nanotubes dispersed in an ionic liquid
(molten salt), and the electrolyte separator is a membrane. The membrane has micro-pores that
allow the exchange of ions, but not the exchange of carbon nanotube material. The conducting
substrates, used separately in this research, are aluminum and carbon foam.

Figure 5. Schematic of a generic supercapacitor (Nth Degree Tech, 2010)
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Supercapacitors Compared to Other Energy Storage Devices
There are other energy storage technologies available such as conventional dielectric
capacitors, batteries, fuel cells, etc. However, these other storage technologies each have their
own drawbacks. Batteries and fuel cells are high energy, low power, short cycle devices.
Conventional dielectric capacitors can store little energy, but are powerful. Supercapacitors, on
the other hand, have mid-range energy storage, high power, and a long cycle life.
Figure 6 shows a chart of specific power plotted against specific energy of various power
sources. This serves as a comparison for the variety of sources available. The “traditional”
supercapacitors (referred to as electrochemical capacitors in the chart) are shown separately from
carbon nanotube supercapacitors (CNT) in the display. This chart shows that traditional
supercapacitors have a higher specific power than batteries and fuel cells, but on average lower
energy. Carbon nanotube based supercapacitors are higher power and higher energy than
traditional supercapacitors.

Figure 6. A generic plot of specific power versus specific energy by power/energy source
(Arepalli, 2005)
This image was used with the permission of Sivaram Arepalli and his Applied Nanotechnology team at NASA
Johnson Space center.
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Capacitors
A supercapacitor operates in the same way that a capacitor does, storing energy between
its layers, with the exception that the layers are several orders of magnitude smaller in size.
Because of this, supercapacitors can have more layers and store more energy. A supercapacitor
uses two electrodes, a liquid electrolyte, and a separator soaked in electrolytes. A regular
capacitor, conversely, uses conductive foils and a dry separator (Buchmann, 2003).
Batteries
Supercapacitors are related to batteries, but use a different energy storage mechanism.
Batteries store chemical energy by moving charged ions from one electrode to another electrode
via an electrolyte where chemical interaction occurs. This chemical interaction determines the
cell voltage and a relatively short life of the batteries (few thousand cycles). The electrolyte is
often a liquid solution that has a salt dissolved in a solvent, and requires stability when
contacting both electrodes. Stability refers to a lack of exposure to the surrounding environment
as well as physical stability (no movement or separation from the electrodes) (Office of Basic
Energy Sciences Department of Energy, 2007).
A supercapacitor, on the other hand, actually stores an electrical charge physically
without any chemical reactions taking place. Because of this, the discharge-charge cycle has the
ability to repeat virtually without limit (a few hundred thousand to over one million cycles)
(Office of Basic Energy Sciences Department of Energy, 2007).
Batteries consist of an anode (electrode that electric current flows into a polarized
electrically based device) and a cathode (same as an anode except the flow of current is
outward), as depicted in Figure 7. Positive ions migrate inside the cell to the cathode, which is
the electronegative electrode, and electrons transfer through the external electrical circuit. The
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cathode and anode contain polymeric binders that hold the powder structure together as well as
diluents, which give the battery its electronic conductivity, allowing electrons to be transported
to the active material (Office of Basic Energy Sciences Department of Energy, 2007).

Figure 7. Battery Diagram (Office of Basic Energy Sciences Department of Energy, 2007)
This image was used with the permission of the Department of Energy.

Flexible Batteries
Flexible batteries are becoming an attractive energy solution for applications that have a
limited energy life. Devices like RFID tags and medical devices are some of the current uses for
flexible batteries. The fact that these kinds of batteries are not restricted to a certain shape makes
them extremely desirable for electronics applications where space and design are at a premium.
Future uses for flexible batteries include devices that “require high-power capability, high energy
density such as a battery…in electric vehicles” (Stoddart, 2007).
The term “flexible batteries” refers to the extremely thin energy storage devices that
provide power in the same way as a conventional battery. As the trend for portable devices
becomes more ubiquitous, the need for a power supply that can be custom-designed for each
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application is necessary. Flexible batteries share the basic design components and concept of a
conventional battery. However, their ability to be designed to fit specific applications as well as
their “malleable” properties (ability of a material to deform under compressive stress) makes
them significantly more attractive for small-scale electronics devices. In regards to printed
electronics, the basic structure of a flexible battery is first a flexible substrate. Then a current
collector (which receives electrons from the external circuit and is generally made up of a porous
carbon material) is made for the anode side. The anode component is usually comprised of zinc
(Zn) (Zucker, 2008). The cathode side of the battery is comprised in the same way with the
cathode component generally made up of manganese dioxide (MnO2). These two substances (Zn
and MnO2) react with one another to create electricity. The electrolyte layer sits between the
cathode and anode and aids in the transfer of energy between the two sides (Harrop, 2009).
Depending on the application of the flexible battery, the substrate upon which the various
layers are printed can change. Paper can be used as the substrate in devices such as RFID tags.
When paper is used as the substrate, it is coated with the conducting element, like manganese.
The anode and cathode will essentially both be a coated piece of paper with the electrolyte layer
sandwiched between.
A polymer-based battery has the advantage that the outer walls of both the anode and
cathode can be utilized as the outer housing of the battery. In one patent for the Eveready Battery
Company, Inc., the anode is made up of a conductive zinc ink that is printed directly onto a
nonconductive substrate, which eliminates the anode current collector altogether. The cathode
component contains a printed current collector (silver ink) with the cathode placed on top of this.
The inner electrolyte layer is comprised of an alkaline or acetate solution (Schubert, 2008). The
Mn and Zn makeup of flexible batteries makes them more environmentally friendly than their
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conventional counterparts. This is one reason they are being considered for use in disposable
electronics applications such as RFID tags and smart cards (Brennesholtz, 2009).
Supercapacitor Uses
Supercapacitors have a variety of uses. Some are used in electronics, such as military and
aerospace applications (i.e. back-up power for air bag deployment, cold engine start, and GPS
guided missiles and projectiles) and some medical devices (i.e. powering hearing aids) (Cellergy,
2006). Supercapacitor storage systems have been used to meet the demanding requirements of
the Smart Grid (i.e. battery-free “last gasp” power, battery runtime extension, and high current
pulse requirements). Supercapacitors are not the only energy storage items used in the Smart
Grid technology: lead acid, lead carbon, ultra batteries, sodium sulfur, flow batteries and lithium
ion batteries are also used (AZO Cleantech, 2009). ON Semiconductor, a supplier of silicon
solutions, recently introduced a supercapacitor that is used to power flash for photography in
very thin camera phones, as well as in compact digital cameras (ON Semiconductor, 2009).
There is also a need for flexible supercapacitors that have the capability to wrap around an
object. This enables the powering of oddly shaped devices without a bulky powering device. The
intent of this research is to move toward a flexible printed supercapacitor.
IONIC LIQUIDS
Definition
Ionic liquids are a special class of molten salts that are liquid at room temperature. They
can be used in a supercapacitor to act as the electrolyte and to disperse the carbon nanotubes.
Room temperature ionic liquids have no set definition as their electronic and physical properties
have such large variation. There are two characteristics shared by all room temperature ionic
liquids: they melt at or below 100⁰C (below the boiling point of water) and in their liquid state
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they are composed solely of ions (Lockett et al., 2009). Other general traits include: high ionic
conductivity, high thermal stability, nonvolatility, nonflammability, high electric double-layer
capacitance, as well as a wide electrochemical window. A high conductivity as well as wide
electrochemical window makes room temperature ionic liquids desirable for application in
supercapacitors for more energy storage as well as for allowing the supercapacitor to be charged
at higher voltages (Katakabe et al., 2005).
Ionic liquids have been likened to traditional molten salts as they consist entirely of ions.
However, the strong ion-ion interactions of ionic liquids are a key difference between them and
traditional molten salts. The majority of ionic liquids are comprised of an organic cation and an
inorganic, polyatomic anion. Because of the large number of cations and anions available, there
are almost infinite combinations equating to a vast number of available ionic liquids
(Wasserscheid & Welton, 2002). This almost limitless number of cations and anions also
translates to a very important fact about ionic liquids: they can be designed with a particular end
use in mind. In other words, they can be designed to possess a particular set of properties (i.e.
melting point, viscosity, density, and even hydrophobicity) (Earle & Seddon, 2000). Typical
construction of an ionic liquid consists of a salt where the cation, the anion, or both have a low
degree of symmetry. This leads to reduced lattice energy of the crystalline form of salt, which is
why ionic liquids have a lower melting point and are liquid at room temperature (Seddon, 1998).
Synthesizing
Synthesizing an ionic liquid includes two major activities: formulating the desired cation,
and anion exchange.
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Quaternization Reactions - Cations
Quaternization only requires that an amine (or a phosphine) mix with a desirable
haloalkane (an alkane that contains one or more halogen atoms). That mixture then needs to be
stirred and heated. It is crucial that, when doing a quaternization reaction, the process is
conducted in inert conditions that exclude water and oxygen. The reason for this is that the
products of this reaction are highly hygroscopic, which means it readily takes up and retains
moisture (Wasserscheid & Welton, 2002).
Anion-exchange Reactions
There are two categories of anion-exchange: direct treatment of halide salts with Lewis
acids, or formation of ionic liquids by anion metathesis.
Lewis Acid-based Ionic Liquids
A Lewis acid is a substance that can accept an electron pair from a base. To create
an ionic liquid halide salts are treated with Lewis acids. One or more anion species are
found to form when a quaternary halide (which is a single halogen atom) salt is treated
with a Lewis acid. The mixing vessel should be cooled in advance because the mixing of
the Lewis acid and the halide salt is exothermic, and can cause a build-up of excess heat.
Once the ionic liquid is created, it should be kept in a dry box or vacuum due to its
hygroscopic nature (Wasserscheid & Welton, 2002).
Anion Metathesis
Anion metathesis is an expensive reaction involving 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
(EMIM) and various silver salts in methanol. This method is not commonly used due to
the expense incurred as well as the low level of reclamation of the silver salts.
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Purification of Ionic Liquids
Small amounts of impurities present in ionic liquids can greatly influence their
characteristics, so ILs are often purified. Some of the impurities are removed with a vacuum,
others are washed with immiscible liquids, and still others are stirred with activated carbon (and
the carbon is later filtered out). To avoid discoloration, the ionic liquids are processed at lower
temperatures. Discoloration of an ionic liquid is usually a sign that impurities are present within
the ionic liquid.
Volatiles in Ionic Liquids
Volatile impurities can be removed via evaporation because of the non-volatile nature of
ionic liquids. This process can be lengthy and is influenced by five factors: 1) the quantity of
volatiles, 2) the boiling points of the volatiles, 3) the way the volatiles interact with the ionic
liquid, 4) the viscosity of the ionic liquid, and 5) the surface of the ionic liquid (Wasserscheid &
Welton, 2002).
Physicochemical Properties of Ionic Liquids
Vaporization
Ionic liquids have little to no measurable vapor pressure as a result of totally ionized
components and relatively weak ion-ion pairing. The upper liquidus limit (span of temperatures
between melting point and boiling point) for ionic liquids is typically thermal decomposition
rather than vaporization (Wasserscheid & Welton, 2002).
Melting Point
An increase in the size of the anion portion of the ionic liquid will reduce the melting
point of salt due to the reduction of the ionic attraction, and increases the covalency of the ions.
The inverse of this phenomenon is that a larger cation will reduce the melting point in ionic
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liquids. The symmetry of the cation also plays a role in the melting point. Increased symmetry
increases the melting point. When they are asymmetric, the freezing point is lowered and the
range of room temperature ionic liquids is increased (Wasserscheid & Welton, 2002).
Viscosity and Density of Ionic Liquids
Viscosity is the result of internal friction of a fluid which manifests itself externally as
resistance to flow. Ionic liquids are termed as Newtonian fluids, which have a constant viscosity
and are not susceptible to thickening or thinning when shear (such as stirring) is applied.
Temperature, as well as impurities, affects the viscosity of an ionic liquid. The density of an
ionic liquid is less susceptible to change based on temperature, but is susceptible to change based
on the weight percent of impurities. In fact, the density of an ionic liquid varies linearly with the
weight percent of impurities (Wasserscheid & Welton, 2002).
CARBON NANOTUBES
Definition
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were originally produced as by-products of fullerene (a
hollow, cage like molecule formed into hexagonal or pentagonal groups of atoms of carbon)
synthesis, and were discovered by Sumio Iijima (Tomanek & Enbody, 2002). Fullerenes are
allotropes of carbon. The walls of carbon nanotubes are made of graphene, which is a one atom
thick planar sheet of a carbon allotrope. Coiled carbon nanotubes are known to be up to one
hundred times as strong as steel, and have a hemispherical shape at each end of the cylinder.
Single-wall CNTs have an average diameter of 1.2 nano meters while multi-wall CNTs range
from a low of several nanometers upwards of 500 nanometers, and have the ability to be either
metallic or semi-conducting (Adams, 2000).
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Properties
Carbon nanotube stability is first established by the amount of energy gained when the
planar graphite sheet is rolled into a tube (Wang & Hui, 2003). Carbon nanotubes have
exceptional mechanical properties, such as their extreme flexibility and strength (Tomanek &
Enbody, 2002).
Carbon nanotubes exhibit high stiffness and resilience with an ability to buckle and
collapse without any detectable defects. However, if the nanotubes are under high enough strain
and at a low enough temperature, they are quite brittle. A single defect in the nanotubes will not
cause a large change in the conductance spectrum, but large defective regions (present in highly
strained nanotubes) significantly modify the electronic transport properties (Tomanek & Enbody,
2002).
Comparison of Single-Walled CNTs vs. Multi-Walled CNTs
Single-walled carbon nanotubes have less structural integrity than multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (Wang & Hui, 2003). Where single-walled carbon nanotubes are created from a single
layer of rolled graphene, multi-walled nanotubes are made of multiple layers that roll in on
themselves and form the tubular shape.
Synthesis
Carbon nanotubes are produced by three different methods: catalytic chemical vapor (a
substance in the gas phase at temperatures lower than its critical point) deposition, laser ablation,
and electric arc discharge. During synthesis, the carbon nanotubes gather on a hexagonal lattice
and form bundles of tubes that are held together by Van der Waals forces, so they are rarely
observed as individual entities (Wang & Hui, 2003).
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Electric arc discharge was the original method for producing carbon nanotubes, and used
ultrahigh temperatures in order to create the nanotubes. Later laser ablation and chemical vapor
deposition (with the use of metallic catalysts) were found as an effective means for mass
production of carbon nanotubes. This method is also the most common process used to produce
carbon nanotubes today due to the comparable ease of manufacturing CNTs. However,
nanotubes produced by laser ablation and chemical vapor deposition are generally nonuniform,
and they exhibit a variety of diameters and chirality. Since the electrical properties of the carbon
nanotubes are sensitive to diameter and chirality, it is best to synthesize them with a process that
yields uniform diameters (Wang & Hui, 2003).
Purification
Carbon nanotubes that are synthesized by the different methods (catalytic chemical vapor
deposition, laser ablation, or electric arc discharge), also have to be processed in different
manners to purify the carbon nanotubes of their contaminants. After synthesis, impurities include
items such as metal catalysts, amorphous carbon, and graphitic nanoparticles that encapsulate the
tube. The graphitic particles in particular are difficult to deal with as they are multi-shelled and
cannot effectively oxidize by acid treatment alone, a common method for purifying CNTs
(Chikkannanavar et al., 2002).
The most common way to oxidize the graphitic particles is heat-treatment in air, which
was found to be more effective following acid treatment (Chikkannanavar et al., 2002).
The heterogeneous nature of the contaminants is the reason that different purification
methods have to be used in conjunction with the different synthesis processes. Pulsed laser
synthesized nanotubes are purified with a combination of nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide, and a
hydrochloric acid treatment. Carbon arc synthesized nanotubes require air oxidation followed by
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nitric acid treatment (the process mentioned in the prior paragraph) (Chikkannanavar et al.,
2002). However, the drawback to the arc discharged carbon nanotube process is that it is unlikely
to produce a large enough volume of nanotubes for some applications. This is why catalytically
grown nanotubes are preferable. However, catalytically grown nanotubes contain far more
disorder (nonuniform diameters and pore sizes) in the graphene walls, resulting in lower moduli
than arc grown nanotubes. This amount of disorder does actually allow for the carbon nanotubes
properties to be controlled through catalysis conditions (Tomanek & Enbody, 2002).
Purifying the carbon nanotubes improves the surface cleanliness of the nanotubes
themselves as well as improving the filling fraction for fullerene, where the filling fraction is the
volume occupied by the number of particles in a given space of volume. However, even after
purification, there is still a small fraction of catalyst impurities that are left behind. This is why
the properties of the carbon nanotubes are different based upon the synthesis process used to
create them (Chikkannanavar et al., 2002).
There is a recently discovered method to purify the carbon nanotubes utilizing microwave
heating. The residual metal catalysts present on the carbon nanotubes are coupled by the
microwaving process, which in turn significantly raises the local temperature, leading to
oxidation and rupturing of the carbon passivation layer over the metal catalyst particles and
sintering (causing a powder to coalesce into a solid or porous mass by heating without the
substance turning into a liquid). The passivation layer is an oxide layer that forms on the surface
of a semi conductive material. Once this protective carbon coating is weakened, a mild
hydrochloric acid treatment is adequate to remove the majority of the metal from the nanotubes
(Bernier et al., 2001).
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Applications
Carbon nanotubes are being used in a variety of products other than supercapacitors.
Carbon nanotubes have penetrated such markets as microelectronics, scanning force and
tunneling microscopy, medical field, material development, and molecular containment. A few
examples of applications for carbon nanotubes include: microcircuits, implantable biosensors,
quality control of semiconductor materials, electrically conductive polymers, and even
containment devices for hydrogen in fuel cells (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 2011).
BUCKY GELS
Definition
Sonication has been proven ineffective for suspension of carbon nanotubes in ionic
liquids, and the carbon nanotubes will settle out of the mixture if it is left to sit a while. It is for
this reason that different methodologies were adopted to create the bucky gel mixture, namely
grinding in an agate mortar and pestle (Fukushima & Aida, 2005).
Carbon nanotubes naturally form heavily entangled bundles. Creating bucky gels aids in
creating finer bundles of carbon nanotubes (Fukushima & Aida, 2005). This in turn increases the
cell capacitance and decreases the internal resistance (Katakabe et al., 2005).
Suspensions of carbon nanotubes can be sonicated into room temperature ionic liquids.
However, the suspension is unstable and the nanotubes eventually settle back out (Kalaugher,
2003). Fukushima found that gels (suspension that does not separate) were formed after carbon
nanotubes were ground with room temperature ionic liquids into what have now been called
bucky gels (Katakabe et al., 2005).
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Bucky gels have cross-linked network structures where the fine bundles of carbon
nanotubes retain the ionic liquid between the networks. The result is electronic conduction paths
due to the nanotubes and ionic conduction paths due to the ionic liquids (Katakabe et al., 2005).
The non-volatility of ionic liquids lends itself to the physical properties of the bucky gels as they
are highly stable. Bucky gels maintain their physical properties even under reduced pressure
(Fukushima & Aida, 2005).
Synthesis of Bucky Gels
Bucky gels can be prepared by grinding suspensions of carbon nanotubes in ionic liquids,
the excess liquid component (remaining ionic liquid) then needs to be removed or separated
(possibly through centrifuging) (Freemantle, 2003). The purity of the nanotubes affects the
ability of the mixture to gel. Gelation efficiency decreases significantly when metal catalyst
residues are attached to the carbon nanotubes (Fukushima & Aida, 2005).
When the ratio of carbon nanotubes to ionic liquids is low, the gels behave as a
toothpaste would, but when the ratio is high, the mixture is not really a gel (Katakabe et al.,
2005). When there is a higher ratio of carbon nanotubes to ionic liquids, the substance is a
powdery and rather solid substance that no longer resembles a gel.
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CHAPTER THREE
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MATERIALS
The carbon nanotubes were provided by SouthWest Nano Technologies (SWeNT), from
Norman, Oklahoma, and are SMW-100 specialty multiwall carbon nanotubes. These are the
primary material present, along with ionic liquid, in the electrodes developed for this work.
The ionic liquids were provided by Io-li-tec Ionic Liquids Technologies, in Heilbronn,
Germany. Ionic liquids were used as the other primary material present in the developed
electrodes. Chemical formulas are shown in Figure 8. The ionic liquids used in testing were:


1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-butyl-2-methylpyridinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



Diethylmethylsulfonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



Butyltrimethylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-butyl-4-methylpyridinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-methyl-1-propylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%



1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate, > 98%



1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate
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1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetracyanoborate



1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate

Figure 8. Chemical structures of ionic liquids (Image produced by Alexandra Hartman, 2011)
The solvents were provided by Sigma-Aldrich, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The solvents
were used in the development of screen printable inks for the electrodes of the supercapacitor. It
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was critical that the solvents: wet the substrates, mix completely with the ionic liquids, and aid in
the dispersion of the carbon nanotubes in the solution. The solvents used in testing were:


1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, anhydrous, 99.5%



Propylene carbonate



2-ethoxyethanol



Di(propylene glycol) methyl ether mixture of isomers



Dipropylene glycol

The membrane material was provided by Celgard, in Charlotte, North Carolina. The
membrane used was the Celgard 3501 25 µm microporous monolayer membrane made from
polypropylene that is surfactant coated (for rapid wetting). The membrane itself acts as a filter to
prevent transfer of the physical carbon nanotubes, while still allowing for ion-ion transfer
between the two electrodes.
The mesh for stretching screens was provided by Sefar, in Monroe, Washington. The two
mesh counts selected for testing were: PET 1500 43/110-80 (which can deposit approximately
54.7 microns of ink) and Sefar PET 1000 24/60-120 (which can deposit approximately 104.3
microns of ink). These two meshes were selected for the theoretical ink film thickness each could
achieve (necessary for printing sufficiently thick electrodes).
The squeegee material was provided by Pleiger Plastics, in Orange, California, and was a
straight edge, single-durometer polyurethane squeegee (80 shore). The squeegee was used to
push ink through the mesh of the screen.
The liquid emulsion was provided by Chromaline Corporation, in Duluth, Minnesota.
The emulsion type was Dual Cure Emulsion Max-R. This was the stencil for the ink to pass
through.
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The capillary was provided by Ulano Corporation, in Brooklyn, New York. The capillary
type was High Speed SBQ Direct Film CDF/QT–200 and was 200µm thick. This was also a
stencil for the ink to pass through.
The carbon foam substrate was provided by Marketech International, Inc., in Port
Townsend, Washington. The specific carbon foam used was Carbon Paper Grade I. Carbon foam
was used as one of the substrates upon which to print the electrodes.
The aluminum substrate was provided by Nova Films & Foils Inc., in Bedford, Ohio. The
aluminum was 50.8µm thick (2 mil). Aluminum foil was used as the second substrate upon
which the electrodes were printed.
DISPERSION TECHNIQUES FOR CARBON NANOTUBES
Sonication
To disperse the carbon nanotubes in ionic liquid, multiwall carbon nanotubes were placed
into small glass vials. The samples were weighed out on the Sartorius Electronic Analytical and
Precision Balance model. The sonication was done in glass vials, using a Sonics Vibra Cell
Model CV33 Sonic Probe. These glass vials were placed in a holder which was set into the
Branson 2510 Sonic bath. This sonic bath is an ultrasonic bench top cleaner. The sonic bath can
be heated or remain at room temperature when in operation. For this experiment, it operated at
25 and 60°C and sonicated for a period of two hours.
A Spectrafuge Centrifuge unit, Figure 9, was used for checking the quality of the
dispersion. The samples were run in the centrifuge at 13,000 revolutions per minute for 30
minutes.
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Figure 9. Spectrafuge centrifuge with samples in place
The sonic tip was applied inside the sonic bath with the samples sitting just below the
surface of the water in the sonic bath. The sonic tip (Figure 10) ran at 43% of its amplitude.

Figure 10. Sonic tip in sonic bath with samples
Grinding in a Mortar and Pestle
To make bucky gels, carbon nanotubes and ionic liquid were ground together for 15
minutes in an agate mortar and pestle. The samples (of carbon nanotubes) were weighed out on
the analytical balance inside a PLAS Labs #830 – Series Chambers Glove Box. This glove box
was used under negative pressure to keep the carbon nanotubes from escaping through the iris
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ports in the front. This helps to maintain safe handling practice of the carbon nanotubes. The iris
ports enabled the user to use thin nitrile gloves to handle the carbon nanotubes so that bulky
gloves did not impede the ability to measure out samples. The ionic liquid was measured
beforehand on the analytical balance. The Fisher Hamilton Safeaire Hood was used for all bucky
gel weight measurements. Grinding in the agate mortar and pestle was performed inside the
glove box for safety reasons as well. The carbon nanotubes and ionic liquid were placed together
in the agate mortar and then ground by hand in a clockwise motion with the pestle (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Agate mortar and pestle
This method worked very well for creating bucky gels, but also inspired using a
mechanical method for grinding bucky gels. The human hand is far more inconsistent than a
machine and cannot really be carried out for long periods of time. A Pascall Engineering 60 Hz
Mechanical Mortar and Pestle was used for one hour periods. The ionic liquid and carbon
nanotubes were still placed and initially ground inside the glove box, but for a period of 30
seconds only. Initial grinding inside the glove box was still necessary as wetted nanotubes are
considered much less of a safety hazard. Grinding the ionic liquid into the carbon nanotubes 30
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seconds wetted the carbon nanotubes enough to remove them from the glove box for the
remaining handling process.
This pre-bucky gel mixture was then placed into the grinding mechanical mortar and
pestle (Figure 12), the hood was locked into place, and the device was activated. The sample was
then removed at the end of the grinding period.

Figure 12. Bucky gel ground in mechanical mortar and pestle
PILL PRESSING
To create bucky gel samples for characterization prior to printing, a pill press was used.
The pill press was handmade at Nth Degree out of aluminum (to reduce foreign contaminants in
the pressed pill). Small 13mm diameter Teflon® pieces were hammered out with a punch and
placed on the top and bottom of the press outside of the bucky gel. The Teflon® pieces were used
to aid in removal of the pill from the press (since the pill more readily detached from Teflon®
than aluminum). One of the Teflon® pieces was placed in the bottom of the pill press, the bucky
gel material was then poured on top of this (Figure 13), and the second Teflon® piece was placed
atop the then poured bucky gel. An aluminum rod was then pressed into the cell body to seal the
pill press. The pills (electrodes) were pressed under the hood to contain the carbon nanotube
particles as best as possible.
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Figure 13. Bucky gel sample being poured into pill press body
To press the pills the pill press body was taken to a Carver Hot Plate Uniaxial Press
Model 3851-0 (Figure 14). The lever located on the front of the machine was pumped until the
dial read out 2 tons of pressure. This meant that the pill press body was under 2 tons of pressure.
The body was then disassembled and the pill was then removed by carefully taking a scalpel
beneath the bucky gel “pill.”

Figure 14. Pill press on Carver Uniaxial Press
Pressed pills were then measured for thickness by the Electronic Thickness Gauge ETG1. The ETG has a metal plate upon which the sample rests. After thickness and mass
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measurements were taken, the pressed pills were then baked in the Thermo Scientific Napco
Vacuum Oven Model 5831 at 60°C in order to evaporate off any water (setting 3.5 on the dial).
INK FORMULATION
Ink was formulated by taking specific quantities of solvents and mixing them directly
with the bucky gel. A Sigma Aldrich IKA Lab Egg Stirrer was used for a period of 10 minutes at
the medium stir setting. Quantities of bucky gel were measured using the analytical balance and
all measurements were carried out under the hood.
After each ink was formulated, samples of the ink were placed at the top of a sheet of
Mylar and a 1mil drawbar was drawn from the top of the sheet to the base of the sheet. This was
done to observe whether the chemical dispersed the bucky gel well.
PRINTING
Figure 15 pictured below is the screen printing press that was used for printing the
electrodes. This press is handmade at Nth Degree, and has a vacuum table to suction down the
print. The clamps hold the screen in place so that there are not registration issues between prints.

Figure 15. Handmade screen printing press with vacuum table
To print the electrodes, the screen was inserted into the press. Then the ink was poured
onto the screen just above the image to be printed. The screen was “inked up” using an 80 shore
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straight edge, single-durometer squeegee and dragging the ink across the screen twice before
applying a larger amount of pressure that actually pushed the ink through the screen and onto the
substrate. Before printing the ink, the substrate was secured to the vacuum table of the press
using pin registration (metal pins that are mounted to the metal vacuum table with tape).
Once printing was completed, the samples were run through an Innovative Machines IR
Tunnel Oven to cure. The belt speed was set to the lowest setting so the samples had sufficient
dwell time in which to cure. After curing, the samples were printed again and cured again. This
process was repeated until a sufficiently thick ink deposit was achieved to create the electrode.
To establish the thickness, the thickness gauge was used and the thickness of the substrate was
subtracted from the thickness of the ink deposit on the substrate.
MEMBRANE WETTING
For wetting the membrane separator the VWR Ergonomic High-Performance Pipette was
used for measuring specific volumes of ionic liquids to apply to the membrane. The volume of
the ionic liquid was measured out (50 microliters) and deposited onto the membrane, and results
were recorded.
SUPERCAPACITOR ASSEMBLY FOR MEASUREMENT
To measure the supercapacitors, an EL-Cell Electrochemical Test Cell-ECC-REF was
used along with the Metrohm Autolab 8-Series Potentiostat. The potentiostat was controlled by
Nova 1.6 software. The components that make up the supercapacitor were assembled into the
electrochemical cell. The potentiostat is an electronic device that controls the electrochemical
cell. Cyclic voltammetry (dependence of current on voltage), charge/discharge abilities, life
cycles, and impedance (the effective resistance of an electric circuit) of the electrochemical cell
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were recorded for the supercapacitors. These techniques allow calculations for capacitance of the
electrochemical cell to be taken.
To assemble the electrochemical cell, Figure 16 has been numbered with the components
so that the directions could be written according to numeric ordering of the pieces. It was
assembled each time inside an argon purged glove bag. The argon purge removed oxygen from
the environment so that the ionic liquid was kept as pure as possible when in use.

Figure 16. Components to assemble the electrochemical cell
Instructions for Electrochemical Cell Assembly:
1. Piece 1 is the interior of the cell body upon which the supercapacitor assembly sits.
Piece 2 is the Teflon® spacer that is inserted into the cut out circle of piece 1.
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2. After the Teflon® spacer is inserted, piece 1 (with piece 2 inside) is taken and placed
inside of piece 3.
3. Once the outer shell, or piece 3, has been placed around piece 1, piece 4 (highly pure
platinum mesh) is placed on top of piece 2 (which is located in the center of the base).
4. Piece 5 is the base electrode and should be placed directly on top of the platinum
mesh.
5. Piece 6 is the Celgard 3501 membrane and should be placed directly on top of the
bottom electrode. Once the membrane is on top of the electrode a few droplets of
ionic liquid (the same as that used to make the bucky gels) should be applied directly
to the membrane to properly wet the membrane and help adhesion of the membrane
to the electrode.
6. Piece 7 is the top electrode and should be placed on top of the membrane. If the
electrodes are printed, the printed side should face inwards toward the membrane.
7. Piece 8 is the cell body and should be flipped upside-down on top of the completely
assembled interior cell body, shown in Figure 17 (which contains all of the
supercapacitor components).

Figure 17. Electrochemical cell interior assembled with printed on aluminum electrode
8. The whole body is then flipped over and a small locking ring is placed on top to
prevent movement of the cell (not pictured.)
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9. After the locking ring is in place, a plastic ring is placed on top of the structure to
help insulate the electrochemical cell from exterior sources.
10. Then a gold plated spring seal current collector is placed in the cut out portion in the
center of the cell and the top of the cell is placed with the electrochemical cell body
being pushed onto the base (not pictured).
11. The screw on top of the electrochemical cell is tightened only until there is a little
resistance (too much tightening could damage the electrodes).
12. The completely assembled cell is then allowed to bake for several hours in the
vacuum oven before being connected to parts 9 and 10.
13. Piece 9 is placed into piece 10 with the flat side of 9 sticking out the top of the small
screw (10).
14. This plug is screwed into piece 8 where the front threads are located. This prevents
contamination from exterior sources. This plug is only attached once the cell has been
removed from the vacuum oven.
15. The cell needs to cool to approximately room temperature before any measurements
are taken.
MEASURING THE ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL
The Nova 1.6 software runs the experiments on the electrochemical cell. Figure 18 shows
the electrochemical cell assembled and being measured.
The cyclic voltammetry reveals if there are any electrochemical changes taking place
within the cell body as well as any shorts. From this information, it can be concluded whether the
cell needs to be disassembled and reassembled (to fix shorting problems). It can also be
ascertained whether electrochemical changes take place (i.e. multiwall nanotubes being unable to
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handle charging up to 3 volts and destroying the electrodes). Lastly the cyclic voltammetry also
can be used to establish the maximum potential at which the supercapacitor can be used, or
whether it is safe to proceed with measuring the charge and discharge abilities of the cell.
The charge and discharge curves (specifically the discharge curves) give the data that is
needed in order to calculate the farads per gram of the active materials (see Equations 1, 2, 3, and
4). The current density was calculated from a set of current values. This information is what is
later plotted into a graph to show the performance capabilities of the supercapacitor.

Figure 18. Electrochemical cell attached to potentiostat for measurement
⁄

Equation 1.

For Equation 1, current density is in amperes per gram, current is in amps, and the active
mass is in milligrams. The active mass of the electrode is the amount of carbon nanotubes
present, and if carbon foam is used it is the amount of carbon nanotubes plus the mass of the
carbon foam (all active materials, excluding the ionic liquid). The current density makes up the
x-axis of the graph.
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Equation 2.
Equation 3.

⁄

Equation 4.

(

⁄ ); C – capacitance, dV - change in voltage, dt - change in time
(

⁄

)

)⁄(

); Vmax - maximum voltage, t - time

( ⁄ ); Csp - Specific Capacitance, m - mass of both electrodes

The specific capacitance is in farads per gram, time is in seconds, the difference in
voltage between the two coordinates is in volts, and the mass is in milligrams. The specific
capacitance makes up the y-axis of the graph.
GENERAL EQUIPMENT
The Lab Conco Dry Box Vacuum Chamber was used for ionic liquid storage. This was
used in this in order to keep them pure and isolated from contaminants (such as water) between
uses.
MEASURING THE DATA: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
The data obtained from the electrochemical cell was plotted on a graph with the x-axis
representing the current density in amperes per gram or per square centimeter. The y-axis
represents the specific capacitance measured in farads per gram or per square centimeter. The
use of area or mass is dependent on the selection of the supercapacitor. Figure 19 shows the way
that the information is plotted on the graph, for a mass basis.
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Figure 19. Example graph for electrochemical cell measurements
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Capacitance of the supercapacitor is its ability to store energy, and a farad is the unit of
measure of capacitance on this graph. The current density is the measure of the density of flow of
the conserved charge of the supercapacitor.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DISPERSION TECHNIQUES FOR CARBON NANOTUBES
Sonication
The intent of this part of the research was to create a completely dispersed carbon
nanotube/ionic liquid mixture by sonicating samples. Centrifuging was the mechanism used to
observe the success or failure of the sonicated samples. Solid black or grey indicated if a sample
was fully dispersed, and separation indicated when samples were not dispersed well enough.
In order to do this, small glass vials were filled with approximately 1 mg of carbon
nanotubes. Each vial was then named according to how much weight of the nanotubes was
contained as well as the brand of carbon nanotube being used.
SWeNT multi-walled carbon nanotubes were utilized. Individual vials were prepared, and
12 different ionic liquids were used. The reason for testing the various ionic liquids at this stage
was to discover which ionic liquid would work the best for dispersing the carbon nanotubes. For
each ionic liquid a different pipette was used, and the specific volume was measured for each
vial. A fixed ratio of weight of carbon nanotubes to volume of ionic liquids was necessary for the
measurements in order to keep the same concentration (1 mg carbon nanotubes = 1 ml ionic
liquid).
Ionic liquids used for this portion of testing were:
1. 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
2. 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
3. 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
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4. 1-butyl-2-methylpyridinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
5. Diethylmethylsulfonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
6. Butyltrimethylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
7. 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
8. 1-butyl-4-methylpyridinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
9. 1-methyl-1-propylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99%
10. 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate, > 98%
11. 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate, > 98%
12. 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetracyanoborate, > 98%
The ionic liquids numbered one through nine all have the same anion. The ionic liquids
numbered ten through twelve have similar cations, but entirely different anions. This is
visualized in Figure 8 with the drawn chemical structures (located in “Materials and Methods”).
At the time, the primary anion of interest was N(Tf)2, which is the anion that numbers one
through nine all have. The various cations and anions were selected to provide different results
with respect to debundling of the nanotubes, viscosity, and other properties. Debundling of
carbon nanotubes is what happens when carbon nanotubes separate from one another. Carbon
nanotubes have the tendency to form raft-like bundles, which can inhibit their electrical transport
properties.
The carbon nanotube vials were then placed in the sonic bath at room temperature
(around 21⁰C). The maximum time the machine can reach is one hour, so after one hour of
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sonication the samples were observed; pictures were taken and then returned to the bath to
sonicate for an additional hour. Sonicating the carbon nanotubes in the ionic liquids is supposed
to help debundle the carbon nanotubes from one another. This is needed for good performance of
the final device.

Figure 20. Vials after sonicating 1 hour in sonic bath

Figure 21. Vials after sonicating 2 hours in sonic bath
Figures 20 and 21 include the images taken after the vials had the opportunity to sonicate
for set amounts of time. Some of the samples look as though the carbon nanotube dispersion
occurred rather uniformly, however centrifuging proved that very little debundling of carbon
nanotubes had occurred. The samples were only originally intended for one hour of sonication.
After observing the results illustrated in Figure 20, an extra hour of sonication was added, and
the results are shown in Figure 21. Solid black in the vials implied that the CNTs dispersed into
the ionic liquid, whereas solid black areas distinguishable from somewhat clear areas implied a
lack of dispersion.
The samples were removed from the glass vials and transferred to plastic vials that were
suitable to fit in the centrifuge unit. The samples sat overnight to observe whether separation
would occur in the samples. Some separation did occur, which would indicate that the samples
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did not debundle well or disperse properly in the sonic bath. To confirm these results the samples
were still run in the centrifuge at 13,000 revolutions per minute for 30 minutes.

Figure 22. Samples after centrifuging 30 minutes at 13,000 rpm
Had the samples been correctly dispersed, a distributed grayish mixture would be the
expected result. The image in Figure 22, with its clear liquid separation from large black areas, is
indicative of large black bundles of carbon nanotubes separated from the ionic liquid rather than
debundling as hoped.
Another attempt to create a stable suspension was made by altering the temperature of the
sonic bath (taking the temperature from room temperature to 60⁰C, the maximum heat the sonic
bath can achieve).

Figure 23. Effects of heat on ionic liquid/carbon nanotube dispersion
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In Figure 23, it was observed that the ionic liquids still had massive separation from the
carbon nanotubes, and even discolored. This discoloration could be a result of the heat or
contamination of impurities in the CNTs. In the presence of impurities, ionic liquids, when
heated, undergo a small level of sintering, as shown in Figure 23. When an ionic liquid is
sintered, and the ionic liquid is impure, the ionic liquid will actually turn yellow, which is what
happened with one of the ionic liquid samples.
An additional measure that was applied was to sonicate the samples in the sonic bath and
the sonic tip. The sonic tip alone was reported to damage CNTs if applied directly. It was
theorized that the combination of two types of sonication might give the additional amounts of
sonic waves, which could help break apart the bundles of carbon nanotubes from one another
without damaging them.

Figure 24. Mixture after sonic bath and tip as well as centrifuging
Prior to the centrifuge, using the sonic tip and bath seemed to work. Grayish mixtures
were achieved. However, when centrifuged, these samples exhibited even greater separation of
the carbon nanotubes from the ionic liquid. There is no measurable way to discern whether the
carbon nanotubes were damaged in the process of using both methods at the same time, but then
results seem to suggest either this conclusion or that the dispersions were never stable.
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Once none of these methods proved fruitful, there were a couple of different avenues that
could have been pursued to disperse the nanotubes properly. Additives could have been used in
conjunction with the ionic liquids (such as the Li N(Tf)2 salt). Different ionic liquids could have
been used that are known for dispersing carbon nanotubes. Or the third option was a technique
that creates “bucky gels.” Katakabe had reported ineffective gelation and lack of phase transition
in the suspensions created through sonication, and as a result these individuals resorted to
grinding carbon nanotubes in ionic liquids to form bucky gels.
Dispersing Carbon Nanotubes in Ionic Liquid – Bucky Gels
Since sonication would not work as a dispersion technique, and success was reported
with bucky gels, this was the next stage of experimentation to find a proper dispersion that would
work in an ink formulation.
One gram of SWeNT SMW 100 specialty multi-wall carbon nanotubes was ground in an
agate mortar and pestle with nine grams of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, 99% (C2mim TFSI) for fifteen minutes. Figure 25 shows the
bucky gel mixture after being ground.

Figure 25. Multi-Wall CNT bucky gel in mortar and pestle
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A bucky gel is a more solid than liquid dispersion of carbon nanotubes in ionic liquid.
The way to measure the electrical performance of a bucky gel is to form physical pills out of the
material. These pills can be tested for their performance as an electrode.
MEMBRANE SELECTION
The supercapacitor needs a separator layer between the electrodes, otherwise shorting
will occur. This membrane separator layer must be wetted by the electrolyte material. For this
reason a typical membrane available on the market was chosen: Celgard 3501. The way to tell
that an ionic liquid has wetted a membrane is that it would be apparent that the membrane
changes from its original dull white color. This could be completely see-through, a haze lighter
than the original white, or what looks like a wet sheet of paper. Both C2mimTFSI and C2mimES
were used in this research and were tested on the membrane for wetting capabilities.
Figure 26 is an example of a membrane that wets completely, as is shown by the
translucent portion in the center where an ionic liquid droplet was placed.

Figure 26. Close up of a wetted membrane
Celgard 3501 has a thickness of 25µm and is a microporous monolayer membrane made
from polypropylene. This thickness was optimal for this research because too thin of a
membrane might have resulted in shorting of the electrodes, whereas too thick of a membrane
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would prevent the ions movement between the electrodes (degrade the performance of the
device).
Wetting the Membrane
Testing was performed to observe whether Celgard 3501 would be wetted by the ionic
liquid by placing a droplet of C2mimTFSI directly on the membrane. The samples were observed
without ionic liquid, immediately after a drop of ionic liquid was placed on the membrane, after
thirty minutes of wetting, after one hour of wetting, and after wetting overnight. Figures 27-30
depict the progressive wetting of the membrane over time.

Figure 27. Celgard 3501 after initial drop of ionic liquid

Figure 28. Celgard 3501 after 30 minutes of wetting

Figure 29. Celgard 3501 after 1 hour of wetting
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Figure 30. Celgard 3501 after 1 day of wetting
From these images it was apparent that Celgard 3501 is wetted by the ionic liquid
C2mimTFSI. Only one or two drops were placed on each membrane.
This process was repeated with the C2mimES ionic liquid with the same results, complete
wetting of the membrane by the ionic liquid. Because both ionic liquids completely wet the
membrane, Celgard 3501 was deemed suitable for the supercapacitor assembly.
Only the two ionic liquids to be used in the electrodes (both pill and printed) were used in
this portion of testing. These two ionic liquids were selected based on the fact they are
commercially available ionic liquids that are commonly used.
PILL PRESSING: ENHANCING BUCKY GEL PERFORMANCE
There are several factors that go in to developing a new ink, and in this case a functional
ink that will operate as the electrode in a supercapacitor. Since this is a functional ink, the
electrical performance of the ink is the most important variable.
Pills of different bucky gel formulations were created to determine a starting point for
formulation and printing. Figure 31 shows an example pill. Table 1 shows all information about
the pills pressed for this experimentation including the temperature at which the pills were
baked, the active mass of the pressed pill, thickness of the electrode, and whether the pill failed
or not at each of the two voltages used.
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Table 1. Information about pressed pills
Pill
MW Pill
MW Pill Baked at 150°C
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
and Added Teflon Binder
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
20% CNT 80% C2mimES
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
and Binder C2mimES

Bake
Temp.
60°C
60°C

Active
Mass

Thickness

Voltage

Ch./Disch.

24.11 mg

N/A

2.3V
3V

ok
ok

150°C
150°C
60°C
60°C

30.19 mg

550 ±
20µm

26.66 mg

N/A

2.3V
3V
2.3V
3V

fail
ok
ok
ok

60°C
60°C
60°C
60°C
60°C
60°C

30.53 mg

280 ±
20µm

46.62 mg

N/A

15.33 mg

N/A

2.3V
3V
2.3V
3V
2.3V
3V

ok
ok
ok
ok
fail
ok

Initial Pill Formulation
The bucky gel for the first set of pills was made with 1g of SWeNT multiwall carbon
nanotubes and 9g of C2mimTFSI ionic liquid. This had the bucky gel concentration at 90% ionic
liquid and 10% CNTs. The reason for this concentration is that the desired mixture of carbon
nanotubes and ionic liquid should yield a product that is somewhat dry, but sticky enough that
the carbon nanotubes are held together. This concentration was found to be optimal for pressing
pills due to its texture. This pill formulation served as the baseline for comparison against all
pills.
Two pills were pressed from this mixture to be measured. The mass of the first electrode
was 80.2mg, and the mass of the second electrode was 160.9mg. It is very difficult to get
consistency between the pills with respect to thickness and mass. This is due to inconsistent
pressure applied in the pill press, as well as inconsistent carbon nanotube concentration.
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Figure 31. Multiwall CNT pressed pill not used in electrochemical cell
While the mass and thickness varied, the most important factor is the active mass of the
pills. The active mass was determined by adding the masses of the two pills together and
multiplying that total by the percentage the bucky gel contained of carbon nanotubes.
Equation 5. (

)

(

)

The amount of active material was important for calculating the amperes per gram and
farads per gram to compare the performance of the pills made with different ionic liquids.
The pills were baked in a vacuum oven overnight at 60°C (140°F), and the
electrochemical cell was assembled the following day. The cell was assembled under an argon
blanket in a glove bag. Two ionic liquid drops were placed directly on the electrode, and the
membrane (Celgard 3501) was placed upon this. Then the second electrode was placed on top of
the membrane (making an electrode “sandwich”). The electrodes were sitting atop the platinum
mesh that functioned as a current collector. The electrochemical cell was baked for a few
additional hours at 60°C after the cell was assembled to ensure purity (the major impurity in
ionic liquids being water).
When the electrochemical cell (containing the 10% multiwall carbon nanotubes 90%
C2mimTFSI) was tested, the cell was charged and discharged to 2.3V and 3V. The results will be
described in detail once all pills have been thoroughly discussed.
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Temperature Influence on C2mimTFSI
The next stage of pill testing was to increase the temperature at which the electrodes
baked before being assembled into the electrochemical cell.
Different temperatures may hinder or improve the performance of ionic liquids. The ionic
liquid, C2mimTFSI, used in the experimentation is said to tolerate heats upwards of 400ᵒC
(752°F). However, there is no data that indicates where or if performance is enhanced in that
temperature range. For this reason, the temperature of baking the cell was increased to 150°C
(302°F) in contrast with the 60°C temperature described above.
The pills were made from the same concentration as the previous set (90% ionic liquid,
10% CNTs). The mass of the first electrode was 150.4mg, and the mass of the second electrode
was 151.5mg. They were both approximately 550 ± 20µm thick.
The pills were allowed to bake at 150°C overnight, and were then assembled into the
electrochemical cell under an argon blanket in the glove bag. During assembly more ionic liquid
droplets had to be applied to the membrane than previously used because the pills themselves did
not wet the membrane well initially.
Due to equipment failure, the data for charging to 2.3V was unavailable. The cell was
able to charge up to 3V for the charge/discharge curves.
The temperature should have influenced the results positively due to the removal of
excess water, but instead the pills baked at the higher temperature did not perform as well as
lower temperature pills. The extra heating was expected to aid in impurity removal (i.e. water)
and better wetting, and the vacuum oven helps with oxygen removal from the electrochemical
cell after assembly. Fewer impurities should have enhanced the performance of the multiwall
pills baked at 150°C. One possible cause of the performance decrease was a partial
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decomposition of the ionic liquid at this temperature. Because of this, the printed pills discussed
later were baked at a slightly lower temperature to compare the effects of temperature on
performance.

Specific Capacitance, F/g

Effects of Bake Temperature on MW
Pills
35
Multiwall Pill (2.3V)

30
25
20

Multiwall Pill (3V)

15
10
Multiwall Pill Baked at
150°C (3V)

5
0
0

1

2

3

4

Current Density, A/g

Figure 32. Effects of bake temperature on multiwall pills
Figure 32 indicates that the multiwall pills baked at 150°C (and charged to 3V)
performed relatively the same as the 60°C multiwall pills that were charged to 2.3V.
Longer Grinding Time Influence
The amount of time the bucky gel was ground was explored for its effect on the
performance of the bucky gel. The thought behind increasing the grind time was that the ionic
liquid would be able to wet the carbon nanotubes better with the increased time. The increased
wetting could result in a better dispersion of the nanotubes in the ionic liquid.
What resulted was a mixture that had visually large round balls that were significantly
stickier than the previous bucky gel mixture. These “balls” of bucky gel could be compressed by
simply squeezing the ball, and the flattened shape was pill shaped. This bucky gel was formed in
the pill press and 2 tons of pressure was applied. Pressing the physical pills was more difficult
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with this material due to the extreme wetting effect the ionic liquid had with the additional time
to grind. In this test, the ionic liquid was more prone to squeezing out the sides of the pill press
body.

Effect of Grinding Time on MW Pill
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Figure 33. Effect of grind time on multiwall pills
Figure 33 shows that grinding the bucky gel for additional time does in fact influence the
performance of the bucky gel. When ground more and charged to 3V, the multiwall pill had
about 2 or 3 more farads per gram of performance. The performance did drop off at higher
current density. When only charged to 2.3V, the pill ground for one hour consistently performed
better than the pills with a lower grinding time, and the performance did not drop off as
dramatically as it did for the regular multiwall pill. Because longer grinding time had a positive
influence on the results, the remaining experiments were carried out with bucky gels that were
ground for one hour.
Ionic Liquid Influence
Ionic liquids each perform differently based on their cations and anions (as discussed
earlier). This can influence the voltage to which the supercapacitor can be charged, how long the
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supercapacitor can hold a charge, how many times the supercapacitor can cycle (charge and
discharge), and other variables. For this reason, an ionic liquid with the same cation, but a
different anion was chosen as a measure of comparison to see how performance would be
affected.
The ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate (C2mimES) was used in lieu
of the C2mimTFSI. This ionic liquid resulted in a more “fluid” bucky gel than those made with
C2mimTFSI ionic liquid. For this reason the concentration of carbon nanotubes to ionic liquid
had to be changed to 20% multiwall carbon nanotubes and 80% C2mimES. It took this
concentration to achieve a similar texture to that of the 10% carbon nanotubes 90% C2mimTFSI
bucky gel.

Effect of Anion in Ionic Liquid on MW
Multiwall Pill (2.3V)
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Figure 34. Dependence of capacitance on current density: effect of anion in ionic liquid on
multiwall pills
From the results shown in Figure 34, it is apparent that different ionic liquids greatly
influenced the performance capability of the pills. The specific capacitance significantly
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improved, but the performance dropped with the increasing current density. However, the
specific capacitance is the point of interest. Some of the difference in results could have been
attributed to the different concentrations of carbon nanotubes in each, however at this point this
issue could not be resolved. This issue is readdressed later in the printing section of the research.
Because these results were different, both ionic liquids were used for comparison in the printing
trials as well.
Teflon® Binder Influence
As stated above, there was difficulty pressing the pills at the 10% CNT 90% C2mimES
concentration. Teflon® binder is sometimes used in ink formulations to improve ink adherence to
substrates. A mixture including Teflon® binder was tested because it allowed for use of the
binder in the ink formulation. Due to this, the bucky gel concentrations were adjusted to end up
with a final CNT concentration in the pill of around 10%. Teflon® is an inert material that can
tolerate higher voltages (i.e. the 3V charge applied). To have a measure of comparison, a batch
of bucky gel mixture with C2mimTFSI also had binder added.
The C2mimTFSI based bucky gel ended up with 87.91% ionic liquid, 9.77% carbon
nanotubes, and 2.32% Teflon® binder. The C2mimES based bucky gel ended up with 88.42%
ionic liquid, 9.82% carbon nanotubes, and 1.76% binder. The amount of binder in each was
slightly different because the binder was applied by a pipette droplet method.
When the electrochemical cell was measured with the pills containing the C2mimES
based bucky gel, the cell would not measure the charge and discharge cycles when charged up to
3V. The cell was disassembled and reassembled under the argon purged glove bag, and some
loose pieces of bucky gel had freed themselves from the pills. As a result of this, shorting was
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occurring in the cell. The particles were removed, but this problem persisted in the 3V range.
This mixture operated correctly when charged to 2.3V.

Specific Capacitance, F/g
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Figure 35. Dependence of capacitance on current density: effect of Teflon® binder on MW pills
From Figure 35 it was apparent that the binder does inhibit the output of the
supercapacitor. However, to be able to print the electrodes, it was determined that some
capacitance may have to be sacrificed in order for the ink to adhere properly to the substrate.
This meant it was still worth pursuing measuring the pills with the C2mimES based bucky gel.
Figure 36 shows that C2mimES could charge at a higher current density and still deliver
similar farads per gram. This suggests that the supercapacitor could be charged more quickly
without impacting how many farads per gram the supercapacitor is capable of storing. It is also
evident that the C2mimES pill performed better (higher capacitance and current density) than the
C2mimTFSI pill charged to the same voltage (2.3V) (referred to as “Multiwall Pill BG Ground 1
Hour and Added Teflon® Binder”).
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Comparison of Two Anions with Binder
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Figure 36. Dependence of capacitance on current density: comparison of two anions with binder
Combined Results from the Pills
Best fit linear lines trend lines were applied to the results to show what trends occurred in
the electrochemical cell for each of the pills, and the results were sorted by the voltage each was
charged to.
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Figure 37. Dependence of capacitance on current density: multiwall pills charged to 2.3V
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Analysis of the trend lines suggested several conclusions. C2mimES based pills
performed the best. It was noted that Teflon® binder did not always inhibit the performance of a
supercapacitor. Also, grinding does positively influenced the capacitance of the supercapacitors.
The R2 values, shown in Table 2, revealed that the trend lines applied to the graph had
reasonably good fits (R2 > 0.8).
Table 2. R2 values for pills charged to 2.3V
Pills – Charged to 2.3V
2

Print

R Value

MW Pill
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Added Teflon Binder

0.8073
0.9376
0.9880

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour 20% CNT 80% C2mimES

0.9201

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Binder C2mimES

0.9263
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Figure 38. Dependence of capacitance on current density: multiwall pills charged to 3V
When the supercapacitors were charged to 3V, the discrepancies between each of the pills
became less noticeable. What did stand out was still that C2mimES performed the best. Even
though the linear fit shows that the multiwall bucky gel 20% CNT 80% C2mimES degraded
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more quickly with the increased current density, this pill still reached the highest specific
capacitance of any of the pills, at 44.154 farads per gram. The R2 values, shown in Table 3,
revealed that the trend lines applied to the graph were good fits (R2 > 0.9).
Table 3. R2 values for pills charged to 3V
Pills - Charged to 3V
2

Print

R Value

MW
MW
MW
MW

Pill
Pill Baked at 150°C
Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Added Teflon Binder

0.9971
0.9251
0.9982
0.9109

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour 20% CNT 80% C2mimES

0.9810

SELECTING A SOLVENT FOR INK FORMULATION
The inks were to be formulated not only with bucky gel and ionic liquid, but also with a
variety of carrier solvents. These solvents worked to make the mixture printable by lowering the
viscosity. It was intended that the additives would be evaporated thermally, leaving only carbon
nanotubes and ionic liquid behind, so the boiling point of the solvents played a large role in their
selection. Five different solvents were chosen for a variety of reasons, including temperature at
which the chemical would flash off, viscosity of the chemical, and the solubility level (how well
the chemical would disperse the bucky gels).
The five solvents used for testing were:
1. 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, 99.5% (MP)
2. propylene carbonate (PC)
3. 2-ethoxyethanol (EE)
4. di(propylene glycol) methyl ether mixture of isomers (DGME)
5. dipropylene glycol (DG)
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The two substrates tested for wetting were Carbon Paper Grade I and 2mil thick
aluminum. Neither material had coatings on either side (conductive on both sides).
Verifying Wettability on Substrate
Visual confirmation was used to establish that the substrate was properly wetted by each
chemical. The pass/fail guideline was set by whether or not the chemical formed a bead on top of
the substrate. If the chemical spread out as soon as it contacted the substrate, it was considered to
have wetted the substrate properly.
Methyl pyrrolidinone was chosen because it has low abrasion, low viscosity (1.796
centipoise), high boiling point (204.3°C), and high solubility (which was considered an aid in
dispersion of the bucky gel into the chemical).
The aluminum was cut to small samples, and a droplet of MP was deposited on each to
observe the behavior of the chemical on the substrate. As seen in Figure 39, the MP immediately
wetted the aluminum substrate.

Figure 39. MP on aluminum substrate
A punch was used to create 18mm diameter samples of the carbon foam material. A
droplet of MP was deposited onto the carbon foam material and the behavior of the chemical was
observed upon contact with the substrate. As seen in Figure 40, the MP completely absorbed into
the carbon foam. However, when the MP sat for a while it glued the carbon foam to the base of
the dish in which the testing was carried out.
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Figure 40. MP on carbon foam substrate
Propylene carbonate was chosen because this chemical would not interfere with the
voltage output of the supercapacitor, even if it were not completely evaporated during the curing
process.

Figure 41. Propylene carbonate wetting aluminum
The propylene carbonate wet the aluminum completely and spread out across the
aluminum even better than the methyl pyrrolidinone (as seen in Figure 41). Also seen in Figure
42, the PC completely wet the carbon foam substrate.

Figure 42. PC on carbon foam substrate
2-ethoxyethanol was selected because of its midrange boiling point (135.1°C), short
chain length, and its hydroxyl group (Figure 43) that interacts positively with the characteristics
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of the ionic liquid. Ionic liquids are polar materials and will thus interact with other polar
molecules.

O

CH3

HO
Figure 43. Chemical structure of 2-ethoxyethanol

Figure 44. 2-ethoxyethanol wetting aluminum
The EE wet the aluminum rapidly and left no trace of even having been deposited onto
the substrate because the droplet spread out so much. The ethoxy ethanol also completely
absorbed into the carbon foam.

Figure 45. EE on carbon foam substrate
Di(propylene glycol) methyl ether mixture of isomers was chosen because it has a higher
boiling point 190°C (374°F), longer chains, and also has a hydroxyl on the end (just as the
ethoxyethanol does).
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Figure 46. Di(propylene glycol) methyl ether wetting aluminum
DGME wet very rapidly, just as ethoxy ethanol did, as observed in Figure 46.
Dipropylene glycol methyl ether also completely absorbed into the carbon foam, as seen in
Figure 47.

Figure 47. DGME on carbon foam substrate
Dipropylene glycol was chosen because it has a very high boiling point 231.9°C
(449.4°F) and is very polar.

Figure 48. Dipropylene glycol wetting aluminum
As is apparent in Figure 48, DG did not do the best job wetting the aluminum substrate
which is visible from the liquid beading up. Dipropylene glycol also did not absorb into the
carbon foam well (as seen in Figure 49). Mild wetting occurred on both substrates, so the
chemical was still used for initial small scale dispersions in ink formulations.
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Figure 49. DG on carbon foam substrate
Verifying the Ionic Liquids Mix with the Solvents
Since the bucky gel contained ionic liquid and multi-wall carbon nanotubes, it was
essential that the MP be miscible with the ionic liquid. Two-phase liquid systems do not make
good printing inks.
To discover whether the two materials would mix together, a single droplet of
C2mimTFSI was placed onto a droplet of chemical already present on a foil substrate. As seen in
Figure 50, the MP and C2mimTFSI did mix together, which is why no obvious difference is seen
in the droplet.

Figure 50. Droplet of MP with C2mimTFSI
This process was repeated for all of the solvents with both C2mimTFSI and C2mimES.
The results showed that both C2mimTFSI and C2mimES were miscible with each of the selected
solvents.
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INITIAL INK FORMULATION
Since the five different solvents were established to be suitable for substrate wetting
purposes and miscible with the ionic liquid, the next step was to do various concentrations of the
solvents with the bucky gel formulation (10% multiwall carbon nanotubes and 90%
C2mimTFSI). Three set concentrations of bucky gel to chemical were created using each
chemical. Once a concentration was reached that seemed appropriate for each mixture, a 1mil
drawbar was used to visually observe whether the dispersion in the solvent was accepted.
Small Scale Mixture to Determine Appropriate Concentration
The concentrations used for the small scale ink mixing were mass percentages and were:
90.91% of the solvent 9.09% of the bucky gel, 80% of the solvent 20% of the bucky gel, and
66.67% of the solvent 33.33% of the bucky gel. The mixtures were created for each solvent and
pictures were taken

Figure 51. Different dispersions of n-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone after mixing
As is observed in Figure 51, MP had separation of the bucky gel from the solvent in the
lower concentration of gel to MP. The 80% solvent and 20% bucky gel concentration did not
have the appropriate viscosity for printing. The highest concentration of bucky gel to MP had the
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best dispersion and the best viscosity (which was judged visually at this stage) for printing. For
this reason, the 66.67% solvent to 33.33% bucky gel was later tested with the 1mil drawbar.

Figure 52. Different dispersions of propylene carbonate
Propylene carbonate, as observed in Figure 52, did not mix very well with the bucky gel.
The best concentration was the 66.67% PC to 33.33% bucky gel. A 1mil drawbar was done on
this ink dispersion later as well to observe whether the ink was dispersed better than it appeared
in the mixed ink.

Figure 53. Different dispersions of 2-ethoxyethanol
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The bucky gel immediately separated from the solvent ethoxy ethanol, apparent in Figure
53. Even at a higher concentration when left to sit for 5 minutes, apparent separation had
occurred where the bucky gel was entirely separated from the EE. The 66.67% EE to 33.33%
bucky gel concentration had the best viscosity, and was later tested with the 1mil drawbar for
printability.

Figure 54. Different dispersions of Di(propylene glycol) methyl ether
Dipropylene glycol methyl ether showed bucky gel separation from the solvent to a lesser
degree than the ethoxy ethanol. Separation was only apparent in the two lower concentrations
(90.91% DGME 9.09% bucky gel and 80% DGME 20% bucky gel), as observed in Figure 54.
The highest concentration of bucky gel to DGME did not separate and had a viscosity that
seemed appropriate for printing. For this reason a 1mil drawbar was used to draw a sample of
this ink onto a substrate.

Figure 55. Different dispersions of dipropylene glycol after mixing
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Dipropylene glycol was the only one of the solvents that had two concentrations with
viscosities deemed printable. Both the 80% DG 20% bucky gel and the 66.67% DG 33.33%
bucky gel seemed viscous enough for printing. The carbon nanotubes also appeared to disperse
well within the solvent without separating, as seen in Figure 55. The two concentrations that
were viscous enough were tested with the 1mil drawbar for printability.
1mil Draw-Bar
The 1mil draw bar was used in order to test the initial ink formulations for how well they
would adhere to the substrate, wet the substrate, and how well the carbon nanotubes bucky gels
were dispersed in the ink. To use the draw-bar, a straight bead of ink was placed at the top of the
substrate and the draw-bar was dragged down from the bead of ink to deposit the most even film
possible. After the samples were drawn onto the substrates, pictures were taken and observations
were made about the quality of the ink based upon these draw-downs. Mylar substrate was used
because it had a higher surface energy (giving the carbon nanotube inks a better chance of
adhering to the substrate) and because the substrate was see-through (allowing for good visual
confirmation of how well the carbon nanotubes dispersed in the ink and whether there was
clumping associated with the solvent and carbon nanotube interaction).

Figure 56. MP and bucky gel on Mylar while wet
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The first ink to be tested was the MP based ink at the 66.67% MP and 33.33% bucky gel
concentration. As seen in Figure 56, the bucky gel adhered to the substrate well, and minimal
amounts of bucky gel clumping was observed. When dried the bucky gel still adhered to the
Mylar substrate. Because this ink appeared to have the proper dispersion and adhered well to the
substrate, this ink was seen as fit for printing trials.

Figure 57. PC and bucky gel on Mylar while wet
The propylene carbonate based ink at the 66.67% PC to 33.33% bucky gel concentration
did not perform well at all. Ink adhesion was not an issue, but a large amount of clumping was
apparent within the ink when formulated and when drawn-down as shown in Figure 57.
Clumping in the ink implies that there might have been a solubility issue. When an ink is not
stable, the solids will not be evenly distributed. Due to the expense of materials, carbon
nanotubes could not be wasted on materials that don’t pass all criteria, so the PC based ink was
ruled out of further testing.
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Figure 58. EE and bucky gel on Mylar before draw-down
Ethoxy ethanol had vast amounts of carbon nanotube separation from the solvent when
initially mixed in an ink. The ink was still used with the draw bar to observe whether this would
present printing problems. In Figure 58 it is apparent that as soon as the ink was even placed on
the Mylar substrate the solvent immediately separated out from the bucky gel mixture. This was
problematic because the solvent is supposed to act as the carrier for printing the ink. With the
separation that occurred, the ink was not printable.

Figure 59. DGME and bucky gel on Mylar while wet
DGME had minimal amounts of clumping of the bucky gel when drawn down, but did
have solvent separation from the bucky gel as apparent in Figure 59. This separation was
apparent in the two lower concentrations when the ink was initially formulated, but the higher
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concentration (66.67% DGME 33.33% bucky gel) appeared fine when mixed originally. The
amount of separation of the CNTs from the solvent was enough to rule out DGME as a printing
candidate.

Figure 60. DG and bucky gel on Mylar while wet (80% DG 20% bucky gel)
Dipropylene glycol was the only solvent that had an appropriate printable viscosity
apparent in two different ink concentrations. The 80% DG to 20% bucky gel did not have
clumping of the carbon nanotubes, but the concentration was not carrying enough carbon
nanotubes to properly coat the substrate, as apparent in Figure 60. Since the amount of carbon
nanotubes influences the conductivity, a higher concentration is necessary for printing in order to
influence the capabilities of the printed electrodes (how many farads per gram they are able to
store).

Figure 61. DG and bucky gel on Mylar while wet (66.67% DG 33.33% bucky gel)
The 66.67% DG to 33.33% bucky gel concentration of dipropylene glycol worked better
than the 80% DG 20% bucky gel concentration, as seen in Figure 61. There was no solvent
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separation, and the carbon nanotubes did not appear to be clumping. The methyl pyrrolidinone
based ink still appeared to draw down better than the DG based ink. Because of this, the MP was
selected for the printing of electrodes. DG was considered a backup solvent in case the MP based
electrode failed.
As mentioned previously, carbon nanotubes are quite expensive and a limited supply was
available for research, so only one solvent (methyl pyrrolidinone) was chosen for all ink
formulations for printing.
SELECTING THE PRINTING TECHNIQUE
Varied Mesh Count
The mesh count chosen for printing varies the amount of ink that can deposit onto a
substrate. The electrodes needed to be in the range of 40 microns to 100 microns in thickness
(per electrode).
Two mesh counts were chosen that gave the high and low end of the desired ink film
thickness for the electrode: Sefar PET 1500 43/110-80 (which can deposit approximately 54.7
microns of ink), and Sefar PET 1000 24/60-120 (which can deposit approximately 104.3 microns
of ink). Once the appropriate screen mesh count was established, the stencil selection (liquid
emulsion versus capillary film) followed. A 1:1 hit of emulsion was applied for initial testing of
the 110 mesh (one hit of liquid emulsion on the face and one hit of liquid emulsion on the back)
and 2:2 for the 60 mesh (just enough to fill the holes). Aluminum was used for the initial printing
for three reasons. When there is patterning in the ink, due to the mesh, it is more easily seen
because of how reflective aluminum (as compared to carbon foam) is. Additionally, much of the
carbon foam material was not readily available. Finally, aluminum was considered to be more
difficult for adhesion.
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Thickness measurements were taken of the printed electrodes, and the print samples were
visually analyzed as well. From the previous small scale ink formulations, the 66.67% MP and
33.33% bucky gel (C2mimTFSI based) was established as a good starting place for ink
formulation, and was thus used for determining the appropriate mesh count (as well as stencil
type).
Using a 66.67% MP 33.33% bucky gel concentration of ink, a single hit of the ink was
printed on aluminum using the 60 mesh and the 110 mesh for comparison of achievable ink film
thickness. Liquid emulsion was used on the screens and the ratio of emulsion was 1:1 (single hit
of emulsion on face, a single hit of emulsion on back). With the 60 mesh count, a 4µm ink
deposit was achieved, whereas with the 110 mesh count, a 1µm ink deposit was achieved. The 60
mesh count was certainly more capable of producing a larger ink film thickness, but doing so
sacrificed the quality of the ink deposit. This comparison is shown in Figure 62 where mesh
patterning is much more visible in the 60 mesh sample.

Figure 62. Printed electrodes using 60 mesh and 110 mesh compared side by side
Because the 60 mesh count could deposit more ink, but the 110 mesh was capable of
producing a more uniform ink deposit, a combination print was created. The combination print
was a single hit of the ink using the 60 mesh count and a single hit of the 110 mesh count over
that.
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Figure 63. Combination print using 60 mesh and 110 mesh
The resulting ink deposit is seen in Figure 63. The ink film thickness ended up being
4µm, which is the same as just printing the 60 mesh before. The reason for this is because using
the 110 mesh only filled in the holes where the mesh patterning appeared. The combination print
did not even fill all of the patterning and really did not contribute to the quantity of the print.
Quality of the print was only slightly improved.
The next alternative for creating the proper ink film thickness, while maintaining print
quality, was to apply multiple hits of the bucky gel ink using the same mesh count (110). The
110 mesh was used because it did provide the best quality of print when compared to the 60
mesh count. Had a smaller mesh count been chosen, the amount of ink deposited would have
been sacrificed even more. Figure 64 is the resulting double hit print using the 110 mesh. A
single hit of the ink using the 110 mesh yielded a 1 to 2µm deposit, whereas the double hit
yielded a 2 to 3µm deposit of ink.

Figure 64. Double hits of 110 mesh printed
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Based on all the results the 110 mesh was selected as the proper mesh count for printing.
The next focus was to increase the ink film thickness through common printing methods.
Varied Stencil Type
The first method explored for increasing the ink film thickness was to use a 200µm
capillary. This capillary was applied to a 110 mesh. The quality of the ink deposit improved, and
the thickness achieved was drastically different (10µm ink deposit for the capillary versus the 1
to 2µm ink deposit for the liquid emulsion at 1:1). Figure 65 shows the significantly improved
appearance of the printed electrode using the capillary in lieu of the liquid emulsion.

Figure 65. Ink printed with 200µm capillary on aluminum substrate
The capillary worked well for an individual print. However, Figure 66 depicts the
problem with using this capillary. Figure 66 demonstrates that the capillary was peeling away
from the mesh (yellow). This occurred after one printing cycle, roughly three minutes of ink
contact time. Creating multiple hits of ink was impossible because of the capillary peeling
completely off of the mesh. After further investigation, it was determined that methyl
pyrrolidinone is one of the products the capillary manufacturers use in removing capillary from
mesh.
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Figure 66. Capillary film peeling away from mesh due to solvent interaction
Since this method did not prove practical, varying the amount of liquid emulsion applied
to the face and back of the screen was explored.
Varied Thickness of Liquid Emulsion
Initially the bucky gel ink was printed using a 1:1 ratio on the emulsion, but this
deposited a very thin film of ink. To combat this issue a 3:3 ratio of emulsion was put onto a
different 110 mesh count screen for comparison. To create the 3:3 ratio, 3 hits of liquid emulsion
was applied to the front of the screen while wet, and 3 hits of liquid emulsion was applied to the
back of the screen while wet.
To compare 1:1 emulsion with 3:3 emulsion, three layers of the bucky gel ink were
printed. The 1:1 emulsion yielded an ink film thickness of 3 to 4µm. When the 3:3 emulsion was
used, and 3 layers were printed, the ink film thickness was 9 to 10µm.
The minimum thickness of the electrode required was approximately 25µm. For this
reason, 10 layers of the bucky gel ink were printed onto both the aluminum and carbon foam
substrate.
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PRINTING THE ELECTRODES
Aluminum Substrate
The previous research into selecting the printing technique concluded with: using 110
mesh count, using liquid emulsion and as opposed to capillary, and coating the screen with a 3:3
ratio of liquid emulsion. To achieve the 25 to 30µm ink deposit necessary for each electrode, 10
layers of ink were deposited one on top of the other on the aluminum substrate. After each layer
was printed, the sheet of aluminum with the printed electrode was sent through the infrared
tunnel oven. The bucky gel ink (66.67% MP 33.33% bucky gel – bucky gel was 90%
C2mimTFSI 10% multiwall CNTs) adhered well to the substrate as well as to itself. The desired
level of adhesion to the substrate was such that the electrode could be scratched off with a little
effort, though it was preferable if it did not scratch off at all. This was still considered good
enough for the purposes of this research. Its adherence to itself meant that the individual print
layers of bucky gel ink material were indistinguishable from one another. Figure 67 shows the
aluminum electrode punched out from the aluminum sheet for measurement in the
electrochemical cell. The ink held up well and did not crumble off when the punch was applied
to the electrode, as is apparent in Figure 67.

Figure 67. Printed bucky gel electrode on aluminum substrate
When the electrodes were assembled into the electrochemical cell, the cyclic
voltammetry revealed some form of a shorting of the electrochemical cell as shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 68. Cyclic voltammetry shorting in electrochemical cell with aluminum electrodes
Figure 68 shows what happened in the electrochemical cell when the potential applied
went to 2V. The curve shape as well as the random dashes and dots going off of the primary line
indicate a short circuit inside the cell. Several things can cause a short circuit: loose carbon
nanotube particulate contacting the opposite electrode over the edge of the membrane, a puncture
in the membrane allowing the carbon nanotube material on opposite electrodes to contact one
another, or the platinum mesh puncturing the membrane. The cell was disassembled to discover
which one of these factors contributed to the short circuiting the results are shown in Figure 69.
The electrode physically crumbled inside the electrochemical cell. This could have been a result
of the ionic liquid wetting during assembly swelling the printed electrode and causing separation,
the electrode being unable to handle being charged at all thus causing the electrode to crack and
fall apart (physical damage), or baking the cell in the oven could have caused the pill to crack
when more of the MP baked off of the electrode. In all of these cases, the bond between the
bucky gel ink material and the aluminum substrate was not strong enough to hold up to testing in
the electrochemical cell.
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Figure 69. Printed bucky gel electrode on aluminum substrate after destruction in
electrochemical cell
Because the aluminum electrodes were not measurable, the second substrate was tested
with printing and measurements in the electrochemical cell.
Carbon Foam Substrate
The aluminum substrate was not inherently an electrode and needed the bucky gel in
order to be a functional electrode in a supercapacitor assembly. The carbon foam, however, can
function by itself as an electrode in a supercapacitor assembly. Printing a bucky gel on the
surface of the carbon foam was expected to improve the performance of the electrode over that
of the carbon foam by itself. In order to measure this improvement, the performance of the
carbon foam by itself had to be measured and then compared against samples printed on carbon
foam.
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Carbon Foam Unprinted versus Printed Carbon Foam

Specific Capacitance, F/g

Carbon Foam versus Printed
Carbon Foam - per gram
40
Carbon Foam Only
(2.3V)

30
20
10
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Current Density, A/g

Multiwall Print on
Carbon Foam
66.67% MP 33.33%
BG (2.3V)

Figure 70. Dependence of capacitance on current density: multiwall print charged to 2.3V
measured per gram
The “active” material of the printed electrode is the mass of the carbon foam and the
carbon nanotubes combined. As is apparent in Figure 70, the multiwall print (printable bucky gel
formulation) did not enhance the performance of the carbon foam as far as storage capacity is
concerned. It did improve how quickly the supercapacitor was able to charge by increasing the
current density. Because the performance was expected to increase, scanning electron
microscopy was performed on the carbon foam without print and with print to see whether there
was a substrate or ink issue causing these results.

Figure 71. SEM of carbon foam surface
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Figure 71 shows that the surface of the carbon foam was riddled with cracks, but is not
necessarily porous. This is a top view of the substrate. In order to see the surface interaction
between the bucky gel ink and the carbon foam surface, side imaging in the scanning electron
microscope was conducted.

Figure 72. SEM of carbon foam surface with bucky gel ink
The side view, pictured in Figure 72, helps to explain the cause of the performance issue.
The specifications of the carbon foam material reported no coating was present on the substrate,
but it can be seen in the SEM image that there is in fact a surface coating on the substrate. The
only areas of the carbon foam penetrated by the carbon nanotube ink were the areas where this
coating was cracked. The coating present on the surface of the carbon foam may have performed
well without a coating of bucky gel ink (hence the performance drop of the electrodes).
The performance drop is apparent when comparing the results in mass, however when the
data was analyzed based on surface area of the electrodes, printed CNTs perform better than
unprinted carbon foam (apparent in Figure 73). The surface area of the printed electrodes was
1326cm2. The results were analyzed in terms of mass and surface area. The surface area is an
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important measure because increased surface area translates to more area to accumulate the
charge for the supercapacitor.

Specific Capacitance, F/cm2

Carbon Foam versus Printed Carbon
Foam - per cm2
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Figure 73. Dependence of capacitance on current density: multiwall print charged to 2.3V
measured per cm2
Additional variables were altered to observe how this would compare to the carbon foam
substrate with no print.
Influence of Bucky Gel Concentration
The initial inks were formulated with a concentration of 66.67% MP and 33.33% bucky
gel. The reason for this was a direct result of the viscosities achieved during the small scale ink
formulation. Altering the concentration of bucky gel present in the ink would be expected to
increase the amount of carbon nanotubes printed onto the substrate. For this reason the
concentration was altered to 60% MP and 40% bucky gel. The ink film thickness did increase
from 30µm when printing 10 passes of ink to 42µm when the concentration was increased. The
decrease of MP concentration influenced the specific capacitance of the assembled super
capacitor as seen in Figure 74.
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Specific Capacitance, F/g

Influence of Bucky Gel Concentration
per gram
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Figure 74. Influence of bucky gel concentration measured per gram
The concentration of the bucky gel to solvent enhanced the specific capacitance by about
5 farads per gram, and the current density was also improved. This comparison is per gram of
material being tested, but the surface area comparison was also performed (as seen in Figure 75).

Specific Capacitance, F/cm2

Influence of Bucky Gel Concentration
Multiwall Print on
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Figure 75. Influence of bucky gel concentration measured per cm2
The comparison of bucky gel concentrations analyzed per cm2 shows the same trend, that
the concentration positively influences the performance of the supercapacitor. Because of this, all
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remaining experimentation was carried out at this higher concentration of bucky gel to solvent
ratio.
Temperature Influence
Previously baking temperature was a factor in the pill testing portion of the research. The
results were not as expected, and when baked at higher temperatures the pills performance was
worse. What was expected is that the pills would have performed better because more water and
other contaminants would be evaporated or “baked off.” Since the results were not as anticipated,
the study was conducted again, but with printed electrodes instead.
The electrodes were printed, punched out to a 14mm diameter, and baked in the oven at
135°C overnight. The electrodes were then assembled into the electrochemical cell and baked for
an additional hour or so at 60°C to rid the cell of impurities that might occur during the assembly
process. When baking after assembly, the temperature could not be taken too far above 60°C
because the electrochemical cell contains plastic components that would melt at higher
temperatures.

Influence of Temperature - per gram
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Foam 60% MP 40% BG
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Figure 76. Influence of temperature measured per gram
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The results, shown in Figure 76, indicate that temperature positively influenced the
performance of the printed electrodes. This is true for both measurements taken in mass as well
as surface area measurements (shown in Figure 77). This suggests that the previous data obtained
from the pills might have had some contaminant which prevented the expected results, or that the
ionic liquid suffered degradation due to the higher temperature (150°C versus 135°C). The
performance could be improved because more MP was evaporated out of the print, while the
pills contained no solvents that needed to be removed (just water contamination).

Influence of Temperature - per cm2
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Figure 77. Influence of temperature measured per cm2
The results of Figures 76 and 77 suggest that it may be better to cure this ink at a higher
temperature since it improves performance.
Ionic Liquid Influence
The ionic liquid influence was tested previously on the pills and found optimal results
using the C2mimES. Because of this, the C2mimES was used in the print testing of the influence
of ionic liquids.
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The bucky gel was formulated with 9.82% multi-walled carbon nanotubes, 88.42%
C2mimES, and 1.76% Teflon® binder. This was one of the previous concentrations used for pill
testing. This bucky gel was then mixed with the MP in a 40% bucky gel and 60% solvent
solution. It was printed with 10 hits of ink, and the resulting ink film thickness was 12µm. The
ink film thickness was significantly less than any of the other printed samples. For consistency,
the ink film thickness was not increased because each printed sample was printed using 10 hits of
ink.

Specific Capacitance, F/g

Influence of Ionic Liquid - per gram
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Figure 78. Influence of ionic liquid measured per gram
The results of this test, shown in Figure 78, were surprising. A thinner ink film means
less carbon nanotubes were deposited onto the surface of the carbon foam substrate. However,
using the C2mimES based bucky gel ink produced better results than any previous experiment.
The C2mimES print even outperformed its pill counterpart in terms of farads per gram of energy
stored (this is apparent in Figure 78). No other print came close to reaching the 45 farads per
gram that was achieved with this ink. The results were surprising because less carbon nanotubes
should be applied as a direct result of a thinner ink deposit. It was expected that the C2mimES
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would perform better due to the previous research with the pills, but that was based upon the
assumption of being able to achieve the same ink film thickness.

Specific Capacitance, F/cm2
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Figure 79. Influence of ionic liquid measured per cm2
Analyzing the data based upon surface area yielded the same results (shown in Figure
79).
This performance increase with a thinner ink film thickness might have occurred for
several reasons. Earlier it was discussed that the carbon foam performed worse when printed on
than when the carbon foam acted as its own electrode. The thinner ink film thickness may have
functioned to increase the performance of the carbon foam because carbon foam was still the
prevalent material. Also important to note is that the surface area of the electrode might have
increased with the thinner ink film thickness (meaning more area for a charge to store). With a
thinner ink film thickness the cracks may not have been completely filled by the ink resulting the
larger surface area.
Combined Results of Printing
All of the printed samples were compared and linear regression lines were applied to the
data. Analyses based upon mass and surface area are shown in Figure 80 and Figure 81. This
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visual comparison shows all of the samples compared to one another rather than being broken
down by categories of alteration. Each level of testing shows progression in performance of the
printed samples, which is what was desired. The data consistently shows that charging the
supercapacitors to 3V will increase its performance in comparison to charging it to 2.3V.
Comparison of Print - per gram
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Figure 80. Comparison of all print based on mass
The print analyzed in terms of mass is comparable to the pressed pills. The results were
in line with what should have occurred based upon previous knowledge of the materials. The
pills performed better than the print because there were less contaminants introduced to the
pressed pills. The quality improved when the printed samples were allowed to cure at a higher
temperature. When the concentration of carbon nanotubes present in the ink increased, the
performance of the supercapacitor increased. An unexpected performance increase was seen in
using the C2mimES for the bucky gel in the ink formulation. These unexpected results came as a
surprise because C2mimES printed a smaller ink film thickness.
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Comparison of Print - per cm2
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Figure 81. Comparison of all print based on surface area
Figure 81 shows the data in terms of surface area of the electrodes. When the data is
compared in terms of mass, the carbon foam performs better than the multiwall print at the
66.67% MP 33.33% bucky gel concentration, but when analyzed in terms of surface area, the
printed CNTs outperform the carbon foam. The area comparison is more important than the mass
comparison because the comparison of mass has the weight of both the carbon foam substrate
and the bucky gel, whereas the surface area measurement just takes into account the total area of
the surface.
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Table 4. R2 values for printed electrodes
Print - Surface Area
2

Print

R
Value

Carbon Foam (2.3V)
Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 66.67% MP 33.33% BG (2.3V)
Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG (2.3V)

0.8756
0.5031
0.9803

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG (3V)

0.9907

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG Baked at 135°C (2.3V)
Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG Baked at 135°C (3V)

0.9314
0.9318

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG C2mimES and Binder (2.3V)

0.9694

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG C2mimES and Binder (3V)

0.9505

Table 4 shows the R2 values for all printed electrodes. These R2 values indicated that the
linear regression lines were reasonably good fits (R2 > 0.8) for all except the “Multiwall Print on
Carbon Foam 66.67% MP 33.33% BG (2.3V).”
PRINTED VERSUS CURRENTLY ON THE MARKET SUPERCAPACITORS
A Ragone chart is used to compare different energy storage devices. This compares the
power density to the energy density.

Figure 82. Ragone chart of energy storage devices (Maxwell Technologies, 2011)
This Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons image is from the user Maxwell Technologies and is freely available at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Supercapacitors_chart.svg under the creative
commons cc-by-sa 2.5 license
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The current density and specific capacitance calculations from the best printed device
were used (the 9.82% multi-walled carbon nanotubes, 88.42% C2mimES, and 1.76% Teflon®
binder mixed with the MP in a 40% bucky gel and 60% solvent solution). This data was then
plotted against the Ragone plot for energy storage devices currently on the market.
To calculate the power density the following equation was used:
Equation 6.
For Equation 6, 1000 is used to convert grams into kilograms, and 0.3 is the percentage
of nanotubes in the final device.
To calculate the energy density the following equation was used:
Equation 7.

Figure 83. Ragone plot of printed supercapacitors compared against energy storage devices
currently on the market
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The results from these calculations are shown in Figure 83. The printed supercapacitor
performance was comparable to that of supercapacitors currently on the market that are not
printed. The goal is to eventually expand the performance past that of supercapacitors on the
market currently. Further experimentation could be done on the research performed for this
thesis to accomplish this task.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Inks were developed for this research based upon selecting solvents with specific
properties. Some of the properties that influenced the decision of which solvents to select were:
boiling point, viscosity, ability to wet the substrate, ability to be completely miscible in the ionic
liquids, and the ability of the solvent to disperse the carbon nanotubes well. Inks were formulated
with each of the five solvents and the inks were evaluated for print quality and consistency of
carbon nanotube distribution. The solvent 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, anhydrous, 99.5% was
found to perform the best with the bucky gel formulation.
The performance of the bucky gel was evaluated based upon pressed pills as well as the
printed samples made from the developed inks. Baking temperatures, ionic liquids used, and
grinding time were explored as variables that might influence the performance of the bucky gel.
Each variable that was altered influenced the performance of the bucky gel except for baking the
bucky gel that was not printed (probably due to a breakdown of the ionic liquid as a direct
consequence of heating).
The printing technique was selected based upon the mesh count, type of stencil, thickness
of the stencil, and achieved ink film thickness. The final parameters selected were: 110 mesh
count, liquid emulsion applied with a 3:3 ratio, and printing with 10 hits of ink.
The printed supercapacitor (done with C2mimES, multi-wall CNTs, methyl
pyrrolidinone, Teflon® binder, and a 40% bucky gel to 60% solvent relationship), after
optimization, performed at a comparable level with existing supercapacitors on the market.
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Additional optimization of the process might even be able to yield better than the market average
for results.
To optimize the process and improve supercapacitor performance to surpass that of the
marketed supercapacitors, several specific topics in this research could be expanded:
1. To use capillary in order to build up the ink film thickness would prove useful in
decreasing the number of hits of ink. This also means that a different solvent
needs to be found that is compatible with the capillary as well as the carbon
nanotubes and ionic liquid.
2. It would be beneficial to the research to replicate the results. Due to the expense,
these conclusions were based on single data points. To prove that the data was
statistically significant would help to establish that the information obtained from
this research was valid and could be replicated.
3. Various types of carbon nanotubes could also be compared against the multi-wall
CNTs used in this research (such as single-wall carbon nanotubes).
Further research is needed into the effects of the ionic liquids on supercapacitors and how
different ionic liquids might enhance the performance of the supercapacitor. Sonication could be
explored again as a means of dispersing the nanotubes by using additives in conjunction with the
ionic liquids, or different ionic liquids known for dispersing carbon nanotubes could be used (as
mentioned earlier in this research). A variety of baking times and temperatures could also be
explored for its influence on supercapacitor performance.
Screen printing was selected for printing the supercapacitors for this research, but other
printing processes (such as flexography or gravure) could alternatively be used.
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Appendix A
Current Density and Specific Capacitance of Pressed Pills
Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Pill

Current Density, A/g
3.732890917
3.318125259
2.903359602
2.488593944
2.073828287
1.65906263
1.244296972
0.829531315
0.414765657
0.207382829

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
10.78805475
14.33430112
23.22687681
22.97163641
25.83397523
27.51831882
27.16959036
28.53587723
29.30428518
29.24097885

Charge to 2.3V
Current Density, A/g

Specific Capacitance, F/g

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Pill
BG Ground 1
Hour

Specific Capacitance, F/g
22.82662796
24.20279601
25.5495645
26.71964025
27.78929905
29.45231182
30.76807059
31.85400249
32.10286188

Charge to 3V

Multiwall Pill
Baked at
150°C

Current Density, A/g
3.375843961
3.000750188
2.625656414
2.250562641
1.875468867
1.500375094
1.12528132
0.750187547
0.56264066
0.375093773

Current Density, A/g
3.732890917
3.318125259
2.903359602
2.488593944
2.073828287
1.65906263
1.244296972
0.829531315
0.622148486

Current Density, A/g
2.649884068
2.318648559
1.987413051
1.656177542
1.324942034
0.993706525
0.662471017
0.496853263
0.331235508

Specific Capacitance, F/g
23.91520371
23.08343454
25.0204843
26.89632329
27.02881749
28.61874793
29.00033124
30.00198741
29.09965282

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
20.25506377
22.60565141
24.44688095
26.10652663
27.40685171
28.43210803
29.33674595
30.17421022
30.08646899
29.93248312
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Current Density, A/g
3.375843961
3.000750188
2.625656414
2.250562641
1.875468867
1.500375094
1.12528132
0.750187547
0.56264066
0.375093773

Specific Capacitance, F/g
21.45536384
23.55115095
24.78619655
26.49233737
28.23433131
30.00750188
31.32033008
33.6084021
33.93155981
34.89761329

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Pill
BG Ground 1
Hour and
Added Teflon®
Binder

Current Density, A/g
2.947493353
2.619994092
2.29249483
1.964995569
1.637496307
1.309997046
0.982497784
0.654998523
0.491248892
0.327499261

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
13.88858868
14.54970052
16.36488617
18.52710108
20.43595392
22.26994978
23.90359316
24.32457673
25.91725735
26.00344136

Current Density, A/g
2.947493353
2.619994092
2.29249483
1.964995569
1.637496307
1.309997046
0.982497784
0.654998523
0.491248892
0.327499261

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Pill
BG Ground 1
Hour 20%
CNT 80%
C2mimES

Current Density, A/g
1.930501931
1.716001716
1.501501502
1.287001287
1.072501073
0.858000858
0.643500644
0.429000429
0.321750322
0.214500215

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
17.81853282
21.0648744
23.66366366
26.58242658
29.45802946
30.15260158
30.34105534
31.63163163
32.13439003
32.49249249

Current Density, A/g
1.930501931
1.716001716
1.501501502
1.287001287
1.072501073
0.858000858
0.643500644
0.429000429
0.321750322
0.214500215

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Pill
BG Ground 1
Hour and
Binder C2mim
ES

Current Density, A/g
5.870841487
5.218525766
4.566210046
3.913894325
3.261578604
2.609262883
1.956947162
1.304631442
0.978473581
0.652315721

Specific Capacitance, F/g
19.95453
21.74903331
23.63816892
25.56562656
27.50993797
29.64336173
31.79720102
32.94642571
40.14878946
34.05992319

Specific Capacitance, F/g
25.59293988
27.57500358
29.72972973
30.2016302
33.01045406
35.7957958
37.46343746
39.95423995
42.35778636
44.15404415

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
25.1741683
26.30136986
27.03196347
27.69832907
28.70189172
29.08458361
29.54990215
31.44161774
30.66651318
29.99117455

Current Density, A/g

Represents unavailable data due to electrochemical cell failure
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Specific Capacitance, F/g

Appendix B
Current Density and Specific Capacitance of Printed Electrodes
Charge to 2.3V

Carbon Foam
Only

Current Density, A/g
0.847816872
0.423908436
0.381517592
0.339126749
0.254345061
0.211954218
0.169563374
0.127172531
0.084781687

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
16.42880693
16.23993217
16.68503603
16.39866233
18.06415148
17.89339818
19.36949198
20.28543168
20.04239084

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Print
on Carbon
Foam 66.67%
MP 33.33%
BG

Current Density, A/g
1.84774575
1.4781966
1.10864745
0.7390983
0.332594235
0.29563932
0.258684405
0.22172949
0.184774575

Multiwall Print
on Carbon
Foam 60% MP
40% BG

Specific Capacitance, F/g

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
12.49076127
9.874353289
13.53658537
13.53371109
14.07398763
14.52678259
13.64818921
13.94235033
13.54028086

Charge to 2.3V
Current Density, A/g
2.825745683
2.51177394
2.197802198
1.883830455
1.569858713
1.25588697
0.941915228
0.627943485
0.470957614
0.313971743

Current Density, A/g

Current Density, A/g

Specific Capacitance, F/g

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
6.894819466
7.65588697
10.40879121
12.05651491
14.23338566
14.99887867
15.77708006
17.67106843
18.18942962
18.49458812
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Current Density, A/g
2.825745683
2.51177394
2.197802198
1.883830455
1.569858713
1.25588697
0.941915228
0.627943485
0.470957614
0.313971743

Specific Capacitance, F/g
11.45948557
13.23346042
14.83956044
16.76609105
17.23356009
19.19524085
21.43799058
23.47366919
24.7682752
25.28854003

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Print
on Carbon
Foam 60% MP
40% BG
Baked at
135°C

Current Density, A/g
2.879078695
2.559181062
2.239283429
1.919385797
1.599488164
1.279590531
0.959692898
0.639795266
0.479846449
0.319897633

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
8.554976693
9.326793204
12.89827255
14.89443378
15.35508637
15.94004204
17.40243122
17.94437545
18.44743016
18.74936862

Current Density, A/g
2.879078695
2.559181062
2.239283429
1.919385797
1.599488164
1.279590531
0.959692898
0.639795266
0.479846449
0.319897633

Charge to 2.3V

Multiwall Pill
BG Ground 1
Hour 20%
CNT 80%
C2mimES

Current Density, A/g
1.930501931
1.716001716
1.501501502
1.287001287
1.072501073
0.858000858
0.643500644
0.429000429
0.321750322
0.214500215

Specific Capacitance, F/g
16.61639704
14.58002011
16.26615483
17.85028791
19.34439803
20.92841402
21.49712092
23.33507823
24.38454477
25.87971849

Charge to 3V

Specific Capacitance, F/g
17.81853282
21.0648744
23.66366366
26.58242658
29.45802946
30.15260158
30.34105534
31.63163163
32.13439003
32.49249249

Current Density, A/g
1.930501931
1.716001716
1.501501502
1.287001287
1.072501073
0.858000858
0.643500644
0.429000429
0.321750322
0.214500215

Represents unavailable data due to electrochemical cell failure
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Specific Capacitance, F/g
25.59293988
27.57500358
29.72972973
30.2016302
33.01045406
35.7957958
37.46343746
39.95423995
42.35778636
44.15404415

Appendix C
R2 Values for Pills and Printed Electrodes
Pills - Charged to 2.3V
2

Print

R Value

MW Pill
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Added Teflon® Binder

0.8073
0.9376
0.9880

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour 20% CNT 80% C2mimES

0.9201

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Binder C2mimES

0.9263

Pills - Charged to 3V
2

Print

R Value

MW Pill
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour
MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Added Teflon® Binder

0.9971
0.9251
0.9982

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour 20% CNT 80% C2mimES

0.9109

MW Pill BG Ground 1 Hour and Binder C2mimES

0.9810

Print - Surface Area
2

Print

R
Value

Carbon Foam (2.3V)
Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 66.67% MP 33.33% BG (2.3V)
Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG (2.3V)

0.8756
0.5031
0.9803

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG (3V)

0.9907

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG Baked at 135°C (2.3V)
Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG Baked at 135°C (3V)

0.9314
0.9318

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG C2mimES and Binder (2.3V)

0.9694

Multiwall Print on Carbon Foam 60% MP 40% BG C2mimES and Binder (3V)

0.9505
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Appendix D
Screen Tensions
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